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COALS, VINDiNCS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF WiWKSHOP

The purposes oi our workshop, .1,-; d(21-in(.'d by the steering ceimuitiee Anj

ii hy the workshop members were: (1) To develop usuablo gni,!elines lor

veLeraii and new teachers; (2) To evaluate and recoimnonL
iimtcri 11N, alter meeting with publishers' representatives; (3) to e,:ron (he

:roinhl work that had gone before, through the language arts workshop's stated
philosophy in 1968; (4) To decide upon the place of graumiar in the languao
iris otirriculimi; (5) To provide framework for development of in-service
I ducation for teachers in the fall and throughout the year; (L) To write our
IIIlosophy concerning the teaching of literature, rhetoric, language and read-
ing in the total language arts program; and (7) To provide models and strate-
gies, incorporated into sample units, whereby new teachers and other teachers
can practice the inductive methods of teaching language.

Tho committee did agree that we feared one major obstacle in accomplishing
our goals, and therefore, propose the following:

That the purpose of workshop be clearly defined at the onset, and, if. Lho
purpose includes production of material for teachers, the value of which
is contingent upon distribution to teachers during orientation woek, that
the moans of producing such a product (i.e., typist, finances, materials)
be rally available to the committee.

We found that we could not develop a single prescriptive guide to he used
. in all seventh, eighth, and ninth grade language arts classes. Our district

is Lon largo and too diversified to make such a comprehensive guide practical'.
We it our district as four sub-districts within a Larger district. These
sub-,listriotscorrospond to the Four high school attendance areas. Wo rocognizo
the fact, that the junior high schools within the district have a great deal or
cultural, variation and that needs in one school are not necessarily the needs
in all. The kinds of activities and programs that we are rocommending are
essential to oil junior high school students. The language arts teachers run
the b u i l d i n g coordinator may select- materials from our l i s t s and the lists

provifled in the' instruct_ional Materials Guide for District 4d and at a pro-

gram that seems most useful to their own student body.

iL was agreed that the inductive or inquiry approach must_ he oneourage,I

and used by teachers. This is Further emphasized by the development or model

units in literature, rhetoric, language, and reading, in which strategics and

siW,gesied materials make use of the inquiry approach.
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P!,,9 Somm,r Junior High Ats Workshop roe

Pt -"P" by tho ir col 1 ei ill rr i

1, That a special ro aling teacher-oo dinator I o assiued to c.ch

high :'.chool, whose only assignment shall he to develop, ( ordiliat, ,

improve rea ti.n g instruction in the junior high school.

That a language arts coordinator he appointed for each junior Itigli school;
That relo;ise time he provided Cur this person to aid in articilalion nd

ination or language arts; and, if the school. program providos C.

thr grade-tovol coordinators, that one ho .:osignate l Is the languago

arts coordinator for the entire school.

That teaching assignments he made at the junior high level wherei tiecher

of language arts are thoroughly prepared, and teachers asned to the
Language :arts / social studios core program have at least equal preparation
in both uhject fields, pre farahle: a major in both.

That An in-sorvicc program lie estahlisl ; in which l) course ire offerco

for both district and degree credit; 2) teachers of Distric . request

both the course content and the accredited teacher c' said iirs 0; 3) flit'

school district pay ono-third of the cost ant) participants deSiring ereelt
pay the other two-thirds; and 4) participants Crom the school district net

eosiring credit pay no tuition.

That a language arts curriculum Lilo_ he established in our dist ict

cnrriculum library. Junior high. language arts coordinators shoul1
oncourage teachers to submit teaching units for the Lilo throughout the

school year.

That the oxis ing Language Arts Steering CermAttee, composed of high school

llartment chairmen, junior high coordinators, representatives or specill

education teachers, elementary personnel, and administration (under the
guidance of the Language Arts Consultant continuo to function regniarly
during the school year to ensure communication, implementation or Lilo 1969
summer Workshop Recommendations, and administration or sub-committees for

the purpose of:
a. studying the feasibility of implementing the. 1968 Workshop

Recommendations,
b. reviewing awl evaluating new print and non-print materials fur

language arts.

7. That a newsletter or similar publication to language arti, teachers ho
"Counied" as a means of sharing ideas in the communication arts lotos.

That Limo for r.tnguage arts meeting be separate from and not in c flict

with social studies meetings.

That junior high langua e arts Ail- in -One meetings he establish
the noods and interests of all language arts teachers, ;ra.b 7

inclusively.

; to serve



W 111.ft- Lilo Arrs Cont:niLant anc Li o Laittlao Arr!:

nor(t ropowt;ikiliLy ant: play a groaLcr volt' In all
for ulp, :-;111)1(tc

I That a wdrkHhop Int o!;Lahl.b;hod no:t:t Nnmmor Lu -ovolop ral!titwn

and additional material. in Spelling, vcrIml aa,1 nmi r., :t

communication, and non -print mcdia=



INTROHMCTI

%I!! I frh hal.. (ho(l and re- eL 1 I dhiri11 1lrc I ;i ot nio I

(Mekuhan, Pw;Cmon, Cuth, student activio- teache

has had STACCkR1N0 implie tious for our thinking .

mmt now ince rho fact that

onlv whun the student is CHOOSING what to learn,

o-lv when school is not interrialLiu his "education

onlv when the world he Lives in NOW has ig_ ilicence

and is tent a mere compartment labeled "school,

can hiS learning he RELEVANT.

The language a (or better yet, the language arts nenperience")

cannot ignore the previous and on-going

experiences of students

(these make up his frame f relere,nce to the world)

cannot dismiss any of them as irrelevant,

cannot afford to miss the immediacy of the present moment

and its unique value to the student -- and

cannot deny that every person is using his langua-,e

and other means of eommunica ion

constantly

the WAY he wan to, no matter t or how

he has been Laugh'- .

It differ in degree of intensity from daily life, for

me t each student at his own door,

plans new experiences for him that flow naturally

from his view of the world,

slows im some new doors that might help him grow

into a more human being.

4



We recognize that the faults of

elevant procedures,

approval for quiet conformity,

harmfully narrow judgments,

discrimination, and

comfortable middle-class opinions

are OUR faults.

No change in our schools is so essential to all change as the

ALTERING of teacher attitudes.

Sometimes

a fear that we aren't preparing the students for "the future"

the threat of examinations)

a desire to "give" them all we can while we "have them"

(or rigid adherence to a syllabus)

a feeling that Language Arts is only the content of masterpieces of literature
and principles of rhetoric

r attachment to our own pet units and methods)

an insecurity if each class is not neatly and completely preplanned

and packaged

leads a teacher to try to

STRUCTURE the students' responses

instead of structuring only the experience,

TELL them what they ought to learn

.instead o f allowing them to discover for themselves,

JUDGE their works against adult standards

instead of accepting them as they are,

INTERPRET the experiences from an adult frame of reference

instead of accepting the interpretation



based on their present view of the world .

It's a simple matter of the teacher's

STEPPING ASIDE at the moment of growth,

HOLDING BACK his adult answer at the moment of discovery,

FREEING the path for the student to go

where he must

as far as he can.

District 4J graduated approximately 1500 young people in 1969.

Responses to this "product" in the past have gone the gamut from

pleased approval.......... ......... .to appalled disbelief.

Although may of our students are more than adequately prepared

for mental tasks demanded in college

majority of our graduates, who are not college-bound,

have been SHORT-CHANGED,

cheated of status as well as skills.

As someone has said, the HEIGHT that a civilization will go

s determined by the way it EDUCATES its MASSES.

Re-examining this GRADUATE and

his relationship with

his school system

will help provide the basin for our rationale

in formulating the Eugene "guide."

The graduate has certain rights

--to be involved in decisions concerning his own learning

to an environment that fosters an image of himself as worthy

teachers who accept him and do not equate his value
with his academic achievement

associates of his own age who are encouraged to accept him
and not equate his value with his deficiencies or differences.

6



--to wonder, to be curious, to feel "the tension and triumph of discowry"

be allowed time to think

not to have his tasks over- structured

to be encouraged.to follow interests experimentally.

--to relevance, learning in terms of a meaningful "here and now" world

not to be dominated by a "should" philosophy

to be "a part of all that he has met" (part of universal
human experience)

to see his education as a continuing, integral element of his
whole life as an adult.

And the school

in order to allow the student the greatest opportunity

for proficiency and understanding

of his language

provides a framework for language a-

based on

--the history and structure of language

- -social implications of language (usage)

- -and concepts of language ambiguity (semantics)

of language manipulation (writing and speaking choices)

of language power and influence

of language as a means of defining and ordering reality.

The student and the school, then,

SHARE the responsibility of setting

reasonable and realistic goals

for each student

aiming at least for a

minimum proficiency level

for all students.



With skills, the graduate will expect to

--read with the speed and comprehension commensurate with
the difficulty of the material and his needs

--use effective procedures to improve his spelling and vocabulary

--read and listen critically and purposefully to interpret and
evaluate the views of others

--use efficiently the routine language skills of the citizen
consumer (applications, forms, business letters, contracts, etc

--communicate (speak and write) his views clearly, effectively,
and appropriately

--differentiate between thinking that is critical and objective,
and thinking that is emotional and subjective:

seeing the problem of choices and consequences, and
evaluating alternatives

making discriminations, cognitively (as in analysis of
part and whole), and effectively (as in assigning values)

recognizing parallels and relating those elements which in
larger contexts, belong together.

With attitudes, the graduate hopes to

--listen, read, and observe appreciatively (liking or dis-
liking and knowing why)

--make purposeful and accurate observations of phenomena
significant to him

--practice desirable social courtesies as a speaker and a
listener

--recognize that although change is inevitable, he is able
to affect its direction

--recognize the dignity of man and significance of life

seeking to gain insights human experiences and motives

comparing values to help him arrive at his judgments

appreciating the diversity of life experiences

seeing his particular life experience as it relates
universal life experiences.



The teacher will be a PROBLEM to the student

if he

is unable or unwilling to cope with change

feels that new approaches threaten his authority

is afraid of having inadequate knowledge

feels oveycwhelmed by new methods and materials

feels threatened by parents, administrators, other teachers, the press orthe public

or he

lacks imagination and creati y

lacks sensitivity toward and respect for the students

stifles or ignores some students

dominates discussion.

The system will be a PROBLEM to the student

if it

is more concerned with program than with people .

--when compartmentalization discourages the studen
seeing relationships and from transferring learning

--when its demands do not indicate respect for, or understanding
of what goes on in the classroom

--when early rewards for conforming behavior
retard the student's learning

--when the curriculum is "unrelated" to the decisions
and actions that lead to important consequences

in the student's total world.

NOW HOW WOULD YOU SUGGEST HELPING STUDENTS MEET THESE CRITERIA?

AND, FORGIVE US A MORE PRACTICAL. QUESTION.....

.,.how would ziLna plan a curriculum for a district this size?

Do you realize that the Eugene Public School District

employs over 1100 teachers

had 21,880 F,tuden enrolled in September, 1968

9



expects 22,126 students to enroll in September, 1969

projects that this enrollment will grow to somewhere between

23,000 and 24,000 in the next five years?

Certainly to prescribe a specific list of units for each grade level

is UNREALISTIC.

How can we,

when the district presently has eight different junior highs,

(Cal Young, Jefferson, Kelly, Kennedy, Madison, Monroe, Roosevelt,
Spencer Butte)

each in an area somewhat different from the other

drawing from homes quite different from each other's

containing kids very different from each other,

(to say nothing of the diversity among teachers!),

when there is a 15 to 20% difference among the four subdistricts

of the Eugene system in the number of students bound for college,

and when there is an even greater difference within each subdistrict

of those who are planning high school post graduate work

and those who are not!

The BIG question we hive had to answer, then, is:

WHAT CAN WE DO TO PROVIDE THE BEST DIRECTION FOR THE MOST TEACHERS?

And we came up with this idea: not provide a framework, (a guide?

for units based on a process for learning

rather than subject natter.

A LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM UNIFIED THROUGH PROCESS COULD BE THE ANSWER...

if you want to be a guide to learning.

What do we mean by a unified program?

Put yourself in the place of one of your students, Eugene Jones.

You, like Eugene, could travel from science to language arts
to math to history with no more direction or connection

10
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1 1 S;Ime wfly, et 0 Id I r:Ivc "1 I 1'01 1" I ;(1):,.1 r
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111 Lie or no real connection. ..4o111et11114s wo 1.,11c01.11n1,t,

ibis Fragmentation by sepnrating longnage arts into nnit:i
with Four labels and dividing the week's class amon
them.

Sometimes we try tc unify them by tntrrolatiop ilot we
haven't rucogni z the ORGANIC UNiTY that makes lon:we
arts a living, meaningful whole.

horn, we might be able to learn lothin. From a

--Art involves -- Eugene Jones, constantly observing and roactin
to himself and Iris world, :timet Iu s Chrongh hi
own work

Rembrandts Van Cogis Picnssos

-- pencils, paints, pastels; clay, stone

There is a continuous movement among the elements. fle
"meets" a Picasso, reacts to it depending on his taste, sindies iis
forms, learns about its medium, and tries to express his interpre-
tation of his world in the medium.

There is no attempt to separate the study of the masters into,
for example, Monday's and Wednesday's classes, media for Tnesth
and student "composition" for Friday.

The GOAL is EUGENE'S GROWTH in awareness and
sensitivity to beauty and form, and his increasing
skill in using media to express his now insights.

HOW TS LANGUAGE APT UNIFIED?

Very much the same way art is unified -- through the PROCES

Eugene Jones experiences anything, planned-or unplanned, on his
present level of sensitivity, with his present
frame of reference, thus making an "engagement"
between himself and his experience

examines and analyzes the experf nee, developing a
"perception" about it

penetrates to deeper meaning of the experience
starting with intuitive understanding, placing
it against a bigger background, such as "lire,
thus attempting an "interpretation" of the experien--

11



-- decides on the value of the experience for his
life, judges the worth of the experience by
objective standards, thus making an "evaluation"
of the experience

-- and finally, synthesizes all the aspects of the
experience within himself, allowing the experience
to make his behavior more human, thus making an
"integration" on a very personal level.

CONTENT AND PROCESS THEN BECOME UNIFIED...

Literature, language, rhetoric,and reading broadly conceived to include

unwritten respelses spoken language, and media other than books

are the CONTENT, the "STUFF" of the language arts experience

the PROCESS is the HOW that makes the experience more than

an ordinazy event of daily life, or

an artificial exercise of just another language arts class.

AND THE STUDENT IS AT THE HEART OF IT ALL ...

We want him to grow in linguistic'

imaginative,

and intellectual power

and to deepen his sensitivity to LIFE and TRUTH.

And so we ill GO WITH him many times

through the PROCESS of LEARNING,

WITH THIS FRAMEWORK IN MIND

the Language Arts Workshop, Summer, 1969

has developed position papers in the areas of
literature, language, rhetoric, and reading
to guide the thinking -1 teachers of District 4J

and

has produced units in these areas to serve as models
for building an outstandi and exciting language arts
program -- a program YOU can take part in developing!

12



.11 rokr.

Li Li.rature and the ,;,lard Price st or the 10

Searuhaeus 1Ler is a beetle. [Ls cirriutis ha it or rolling up wads 01

dung hos -,irned it the appellation "dung beetle." For thos CNC rt., t iii

ifisects, dung , is a biological essential. Not only does

rrt with a reserve Food supply, but

provide

ryes to pt. t I i5 tuate the spec

tor scarahaeos posits an egg; at the center of each ding hall.

The aocieut Egyptians revered the dung beetle and i attendant balls 01

manure as sacred symbols of the sun god. Curious, isn't it, that such n

hi-lily advanced civilization could hold orbs of excreta sour=ed.

it is doubtful that the average Egyptian thought much ah ill it He was told

by the prie8Ls that the dung beetle and its products were sacred, inherently

NI, and their edict was accepted without question.

inherently good. The term is often used with reference to the study of

Litter.ature. Literature is inherently good for students. It gives Hi 11 a

liberal education. It humanizes them. It transmits our cultural heritage.

Thorc-01 knowledge of literature is one of the primary signs of an educated

man. Dung beetles, too, measure their worth by the size of their dung halls.

Is the study of literature comparable to dung rolling? Is it only a

soohbish status symbol? Does it really humanize students, or are we and our

students being; conned into believing it is worthwhile activity by our academic

high priests who have a stake in its perpetuation? What is it value'?

Li terattrre is primarily valuable as a means of seeing: the human condition

thrtugh another eyes. utt don't agree? Fine. Write your own as: essrlent

literature's primary value in the space below.

13



Li a. we al I know wily we teat h iterati itt I1 sttii 3:tid rho

_ a nre is Lo d )

cori

interest. ro

ARsumirm

l studies', stop here.

ii have some deeper purpt

eit t,t7 is Are tr sit

1 , 1 1 L . O it re vc

skitH dee :H .itudetd's frolic r-

The rest- of this piper will ho of

or 1:0Ziell i ti l i t e('0 II I lw He\

nts "uttin what_ vou say they should 1.,xt- out (-)L

teach? Do they s value's S or iiteratnre,

r do tiny see themselves as dung rollers piling Hp points or marketable. skills?

the 02ongcd i n the literature you teach, they m ely mouthin teacher-

latitudes without ever involving themselves in the work?

he er.gaged in the l i terattire you tench, the students must .oe a sol a-

t ieiisltip between ft. and their world. Maybe L:ArilLEIJIhl or "The Daffodils"

has value for you, but can d y lb your student-'

Hopefully your pr-i.vat'e definition of literature's primnry value will

allow -u to redefine the boundaries of our di -ipltne so that it can g

students. 14r7'ters of ball ads, lyric poetry, narrative poetry, epic poetry,

short t stories, novellas, and novels have usually been consi.derect to be terar

artists and much of their work, literature. Today, many pe_ple who in earlier

Ald be writi.nf in these established genres have insCead turned Lu the

newer media, Quality popular music, film,and LelOvisioft have not yet reached

full respocuAhilitv' they not yet suitable Log inelt1Si011 in the professor's

dung ball, 1 t muct of each new medium's content will have value as literature

COr year and your students. More importantly, they engage the student. They

should have a very definite place in your clns

Of course it is your choice. Your classroom liter ture may be selected

only from lists or materials that the sacred priests deem worthy, therefore in

horently good for students, or it May be anything in which you and your students

14
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en 1%11 oht

A TF.,\ CH I u< I T 1,1

( " I Hr s mic n, Elrei: ii

ctive; applic(illle to all activities

The leacher )weds to Ion II more ahout a medium that. is impor noI

to his students.

TIN' wD lderit lIeed8 t' t hat. s ot,m tweeze e viron r-H s

A ut I ol significance ir H. will (Ten himself to it.

The studeit itOodm Lo rec that le judgm L of "outh cltic 2`

NhOta the iiterary merit of my work is aLmost meaninOess CO

I nother individnal, The efore, he must learn to, Judge for himself.

The I le 17 needs En pm v i de exp r m » es in wi dch a poopoor ringer (2 an

The Leacher needs to make use of forms at lit,rature Chat are
surrounded by positive connotations for the teenage jtudents.



i I iv t,a. t 2her slrtel!i

1a10111 rct10;,a11.0 _(u:, n ihu
11.al Ms "How u?.purieucus" are tirwly popular music 1 ii,e;1,,:ed pin I

rooted in "then x.periuces" of some old -I-0,r ill.tl
kis elders. i,!othint!, exits in an his-

torical vacuum. Pla,, "Alice "s 11e.,;tannul" h% Al lo

Cuthrie oud "Thu riqth nrid-e
The student needs t ti he able lir by S limn! th:d i;:ir i tbil,;(, I i :

Hy e teal in i t't Iiit'i'lry raw :2.an Z:11.100:11 1111 1-1 0,a -a.1'.,0u1!

1'11 !--; 1 !le p 111111 114)1-i2 1111 1 y 111a10114t ;rad es( a1111:-111 11,0

popular music native and lyric !ono.

Ihe students need an oppor nifty
to practice their new skills An a
mcakirwful way,

Ptav "Seven ' k N t1011i

Ali "slit" lip' r'..;imon and Garlalail and then

discuss Ihe nn1 Hie 111 nitaposil lull.
Pja;,,'"Skv Pilot" hv burden and
AnimalS. Haw. studunls write a short
ovornight assignment descrihiuu the Hues
(it jux,Loposition in this.sowt. Oiscuss
the. student rotw uses at the ot

the next period.-

PlaY ''A S m a l l Cii s 10 ol VriepdH" hv
Phil Delis and "The Pig hriht. Crocu Plea-
sure Machine" by Simon and Garfunkel. While
discuSSini; the content; "induce" the con-
cept of jrony wi th t 1 t. c lass.

Read the Ezra Pound haiku "lit a Station
at the Metro." Ploy "Julia" hy the henries.
Discuss both with reFereuee to their !islet' IV

Play "Flowers Nevei Rend with the Painfall"
by Simon and Garfunkel and "Circus of Sour"
by Donovan to point out the differ rico be-
tween lma:-4ory and metaphor.

Assign students lo crooto 11(d viaaal
symbols for peace, the United Stales and
civil defense she Discuss how the
visuals they have produced utar,- L with
the symbols commonly found in literal:ore.

Piny "Mrs. Robinson''. by Simon Ind ClmInnkel
aud"colifornia Drvamin" by the Mamas and
the Papas. Discuss I lie di,Iterunee in sym=

holisio between the two. "Mrs. Itobinson"
has powerfully htntant svmhuts; while
"California Dreamin" uses symbolism of a

more subtle nature.

Play "Suzann " lit' Lcoiinrd cohon on'.l

distribute dittos of Lhe sow!. Have student
groups arrive Et iaterpreLatioa' of tl le son;

then present 1:1-10M CO the class,
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ohieetives

The student nuods to he aware ot

the problem 01 ioneliness and alie ()-
Lion so prevalent in our society.

discus_ ion.of the works in-
chided in this section will not only
make the student: more aware of the
prohlem, hut also ,help him internalize
a personal solution. (Sounds 'Ake
ibliotherapy, but don't you agree

jlat literature should have signifi-
cance to the student other titan pure
delight in a well-turned phrase?)

The student needs to have a
chance to he a critic.

The teacher needs to evaluate the
effectiveness of the unit.

St

PlnY ul am a Rock" and "l;otinds 01
Silence" h Simon and t;arfunkel and "El
nor Rigby" by the henries. Ask the sttnlents
to write a short paper describing their coin-

mon theme. Hopefully, most students will
agree that the common tlieine is loneliness.

Play the entire alhom nocr!.

LonelyHearts clnli Band by the lioatlos. co
slowly and discuss each song fully. Empha-
size-that the album is often Considered lo lu
a unified whole dealing with loneliness. Di-
vide the class into small groups. Have each
group decide what particular humnn proHyms
are identified in the album and- what solutions
are offered to those problems. The group
presentations should he ccrifined to one -evi 1

for the entire class if possible.

.Play the song "Hey Jude" by the Beaul-
and discuss the implications of the song as
as answer to the idea expressed in Sol'anl

.1221/allsifliyalls Club Band. They dove-
tail perfectly.

Assign the following paper: Is Bobby
Dylan worth listening to? Play his albums
13_i inni Tt_: All Back pow and ThcjimesTfiey
Aro Achangin'. Provide dittos of the songs
"Hoy Mr. Tambourine Man," "The Times They
Achangin'," "Ballad of a Thin Maui,'' "It's

Alright Ma I'm Only Bleedin'," "Highwe 6
Revisited," "The Cares of den" and "Subcornn-

Homesick Blues."

At the beginning of the unit: all studonts
given tho option of preparing an oral or

written presentation on some aspect of popnlor
music. The final two days of the unit should
he reserved for the oral presentations and the
silent reading of the written reports which
are passed around the class.

18



ReSkilltQOS

7,1Ir
I denta

'-iaa Al aniiu4 three io Lhe lfrdversity U

in existence., she can Find tt.

Albums

Oregon Lihrary (It ihwc
I an

Alice's Resta n Guurat Arlo thrie
St 311v Dris Thu Doors
Uoduesdav Mornitw Throe AM Simon And Garfunkel
Parkh.1, Sage. Rosemary and Thyme Simon and Garfunkel
Sounds ot Silence Simon and Garfunkel
ilookends Stmon and Garfunkel- -

Day_21ynturePas_sed Moody 'flues
Thc Mamas and the Papas The Mamas and Ow Papas
Lie Fcat les Thu ReaCles
Revolvor The Beatles
MaL,Itcal. MysILLIryLE The Beatles
Seroeant PuT(1111.titclnely_llearts Club Band The Beatles
Brinior IL ali Back Home Bobby Dylan'
'Cite Times TheyAreAchancOn' liobby DyLan
CiCts trom a Flower Carden Donavan
The Yard Went. on Forever Richard harris
Shine on Rr,j1 Procol harem
Crown of CreaLtou Jefferson Airplane,
McArthur Park Richard Harris

Siut4lus

"Lather" Jefferson Airplane
"Sky PiloL" Erie Burdon and The Animals
"Small Circle ofjriends" Phil Ochs
"Hey, Mr. Tambourine Man" The Byrds
"Thesday Afternoon" Moody Blues
"Simanne" Noel Harrison
"Ilev Jude" The Dentlus

Print Naterlals
Magazines

Eye

Rolling 'Stone

CrawdaddY

The Poetry of Rock Richard Colds rein

19



A IFiv Vii

I I 0

1)Hoctives Tear:ler s 1

A student should learn. to use the pro- GiVo students ample time in whirl, read
eess of literary analysis as a method the novel niter a tiiitrille intruduvtitni,
01- !,10;iniu,.,, more meaniin., Irem his

reading. Start a class diici,i,sion with the tellowin,-
question: 110w do ahout so !Hti

the simple plot of a novel? Many thoovie
will bo advanced, and none should he rc jeuttld-,
all can be use Some p file` answers

follow.

Look for omphasis

elements repealed,
elements placed in podestal

positions in the narrative,
elements SOL oft by inxinpimi(i0h

Symbol hunting

Hunch play

Character analysis

Following the class disciw ion have sttuloot.,:

apply all the methods your class hid advanced

to gather significant data about Tfte Old Non
and the Sea_. Each student will probably rot,:
heavily on his own pet methods and his Final
conclusion will often be radically different
from those of his follow classmates.

After each student has arrived at his cwn
interpretation, then begin a class discussion
on the "meaning" of The Old Man and the Sri.Miii

Again diversity should be encouraged and dis-
cussion should be open ended. Points that-
might be subtly stressed are:

Symbolism
The son, the fish, the sharks
the Loutists, the lions, Joe
DiMaggio, the bone spur,
Manolin, Santiago, the Warhl
the jelly fish, the turtles, Cho
old man's hnnds, and or course
the reference to Christ ("'Ay,
he said aloud. 'there is no trans-
lation for this word and perhaps
it is Just a noise such as a ruin
might make, involunta0ty, ic



A stndnt. shonld by nht(.. Lu
cifl,A. LIR. human condition through
:Inothe1 1 yrus.

A gtudont. should 0.'cognic thy eon°
(iii_ijtl'u a writor must mako

iii tikon to:4othor constitnto Ij

i;i. Ii.hIi .1 1.1! on-yo h

mito thy yood." !h,

man cliwhin I H hkil .Hti;

Iii !.iloo!-Jr.

int i H. 1 Lin iii I ii

old m.In on hit

Comopt il huro nil!

(iiIU ol ondin

lii novol o;-; :1 tra'._!dN

..:1i411 it ii iii ol ',Ind' in Lilt, till,.

Irony.

Tlwmos

Above :I I, don't make Lilo loon into n
Lured gnostiing game vAlorc v(mt know Cho
answor and IV), Lc load tho

Alter it points or viov: 11;ivv hyon di!-clvd,
asOign thu I:iudoutS Lu driro 00c or 11,,, Lii
following papors.

LJIiiit lnkii Ii v,,r:-1 Li vim,. Ai-i,,rd
Cu deminwvay?

Whi10 roturniug homy with tho ny.Ar

Lon of thy marlin, !'anlia.,,o lo

sulf, "You loved him 14hon ho w;Is

and you loved h tin n I t r. I vuti h
Lt is not n sin t_o kill hint. Or it

murc?" How Llould von am2A-for ;Hid int ilv

t.i1nt1ago's quc'iLioW:

"A Man Gan Be Botr:I.Y"L hut. not

Whorl Liii papers hnvo hcon complekod, spond
two passing thom around tho room lor all !,ind,.nu
to rcnd nnd discus-z:

up anntysis gronpl-:, the plo!otvpo lor Li
1o. Stud(mt .,.ioups should ucLInc

t:ach group ho i ii I Nd to IwiLo ;In I I I LIL,H
oral prosontation to thy cl;IS;N r;1_ the end ol
nlloted Limo poriod,

SLVIu
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How much ti:;c doe:; Ii. make o a meLnIllor
(Mite:ration and par I i an 10 we
them 1:ectivelv1

Who at 1 nom har, Ic ii11:1 hod

tion in the novel as a who in lininraphs
avid in sentences?

How would his style have to change if Ii were
writing an Alice in Wonderland type of bock?

What are the basic characteristics or_
Hemingway 's style?

A student should be able to make Literary Criticism
intelligent value judgments about the How would you define a "worthwhile"
quality of a piece of literature., piece of literature?

flow does or doesn't The Old N
fit your definition?

an and the Sea

A student should incorporate some- of Vocabulary
the vocabulary used in the novel into What are some of the words in this novel that

-. ...r
his own vocabulary. you think would be useful, refreshinii, inter- ---

esting, impressive or valuable for the ether
students in the class to know?

A -student should be able to identify Multiple Media
the special assets and liabilities of What changes in the novel would you make
the novel as compared with other present the story effectively as a film, --

literary forms. drama or a poem?

A student should be able to expand
his interpretation of the.novel in
some creative way.

Comparative
Compare the style, theme and organization of
The Old Man and the Sea to "The Open RoAti,"
Wind. and and Stars, The Hobbit or what
have you.

Got other ideas for n group? See MO.

After. the groups give their reports, give ihe
class a list of creative activities. Vmeh student
is required to do an activity. The following list --
Is more for tnspiration than it is a prescript ivo

.

mandate for the students to fo l low. Most of them-
will initiate their OWn activity.

22

Write a series of poems centered around
experiences or themes taken Iron the novel.

Write a short story illustrating a theme ni
the novel, but Using a different setting,
different characters and different situations,-

Write a one act play using'Santiago and-
Manolin as two of your major characters.



Wl'iLt I ; or ; tittot t :t

i i I i t Ih.rn I i ! .

ttiriLt- i rut rt-tit k I.tti tt it, tit t.;

C:11 I L'd 1 "

Draw, paint sca 1 pt or t ash I on :1 \A`OrItt or
series of wark= tIt II i L rctUk. 1.11,..nw: in
the novo I .

Svc, mO

23
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PO!iiTluN WEN: IflIF1 PIC

Introducti gin

In his ent book, LrILIL:hToday and Tomorrow, -rofeser H:ms (:11th

ciescrihe the process of composition as "first of all proc-sq of expl-rocion.

There is the ,3ential preliminary stage of investigation and wool gathering

mid false starts. There is the gradual collecting of notes mentni and

:ten, concrete and abstract, peripheral and to the point. This stngo

followed by an important intermediate one: the sorting out and ordorin the

first impressions, the seeking out of missing information, the reviewing of

evidence in order to test and confirm tentative conclusions. The final ro-

suit is the statement and support not merely of an honest opinion but

consido_ d opinion. "1

Coincidentally, but perhaps significantly, the 1969 workshop stumbled

through this same process of exploration in trying to chart course for com-

position for junior high school. The result is our "considered opinion" of

the relationship between our students and the7art of composition.

In addition, we have developed a sample unit illustratingthe inductive

method of teaching composition in the hope that this will aid, NOT DIRECT,

teachers in formulating their own approaches,

1 Guth, Hans, In lish Today and Tomorrow, p, 165.

25



IC

the art of communictine eilectivelv

It p r(Ir diAllAnd i on 5 p on] L ri';1 t iv it. v' OR, 0O-

cnrned with rrstng language as a medium o self -expre,.1sion A 1 0111111t11 it

on this premise, English teachers cannot presciihe ono Ntteru i ,r im-

pose one set or rules by which stud,n4;will ica-n to communicot- eflo Lively.

lih4 torte is NtiT an exercise in filling in the correct pattern c.i tlriLi

.speaking. It 1S. in experience, a d scover "tiaah, tl'eality, the Id is

we know it and believe it to be,"2 externalized through words.

As teachers, we must provide the methods of ording these experiences

and ideas so that what the writer knows, feels and understands can be made

known effectively. In studying the concrete cha acter sttcS of expression

such as style, structure, coherence, order, etc., we. Must rcmcmthor that I 7('s

characteristics aro me ans to the end NOT the end in itself. The validity of

tidying these characteristics in isolation is questionable unless fused with

the goal of purpose. Unless the student understands the purpose of the writ-

ing assignment, the study of structure, style, coh _once and order is just

more practice in "dung-rolling."-

*Throughou.: our position paper we have used the term "rhetoric" in place
of"composition." We feel this word bettor describes our concept of this phase
of Language arts for two reasons: (1) Lt suggests that all writing and speak-
ing should have a purpose; (2) it equalizes the role, between written and oral
communication.

Guth, Hans; English Today and_Tomorrow, p. 165.

Postion Paper: Literature.

96



.o 41. iHn

I r i I i lig . ilt. ::!oti ti1 wick -:- I id 111-11_ it -.11Cri. Ii i 1 , ;0+1

L I H i. ilHI. i t . prtK t .t.t=; .. r i t t u g . 1 1 0 should linderstaud t e l t (.11,A 1 tIVII','

inv Ivod in comp n IL ion - chi- i -.1 n:. a word, constructing; a otenco 01(1,1 11W

:1 p;11-il'Al%ip11 - h s a purpose. Alter his purl : has 1 ei:tahlished 'Of'

u. devidvs what concrete cha- teri.tics ol writing bc:---,1 lit tl:1,.; purpo:-;c.

WhnL - onionc structure or words Wh ichchoice or will bi

st le id eld he employ : l-seriptive? Narrative. Or both? In this wav,

writing a narrative, for ins ice, is not an in i0n1 tay to writ{.'

a 11;11-4(raph hut. an effective means communicatil the i r P1 Fp( .-

Wht is purposeful riting and speaking? Thu Oregon Curriculum states

Simply L11:1t fundame This behind all communication (and thiS trICIA1d(2A n

and m ) a ire to inform, to entertiln, and to persuade. These funthmentats:

are not ;ware from each other but are often [used in a single work, An ex-

ample of this fusion is illustrated in the position paper for liturot re.

Viet,riilg communication from this brood standpoint we avoid the restrictive

categories of narrative, dose ipttve, and expository prose_ and leave the llicit

open for the processes of iltingit Lion, creativity, and exploration that aro

the written and spoken word.

A Word on MeLlod

in nonsiwh l ing the `teaching of rhetoric, it is essential to discuss the

critical question of HOW we aro Leaching. The general conclusion of some pep4-

ular critics of the Jting profession- McLuhan, Postman and Weingartnor -

is that what c have traditionally considered important in education is not

really important at all. The critics protest the educational establishment's

Qmph i is he what - rules

Oregon Curriculum, Lan

content, subject matter. student can

/Rhetoric I and _

27



.111 ii Lc.) hiLlk3h
t ,1

p.. i ii jii th h r-onk, I tv1,, 1 ri r I I i :

iitC: IL tuts Iczti-rli,d myrwt- yHt(. I 11,'

im1,11 t tt o 1(1) him.

n poputnr er it Icr st tcrirnilW 1S wkit the students it in SI,- :1

rt,offl, Hot. vhAL kvu r nV to thuM.
I t.q_: :1pp ro:Ich I en vt ili In I I NI roc

lrc Wt iiiipart profound bundles of k nOk-f,I 1eL'AO 4 the most the student c I I_ I ii

ncicpr the authority of the Leacher and memori;:e the

(In the other hand, what the students do when learning is approached ns

an asking process is learn to question. Through Lhis Ereeess, they discover

the incts, substance, content. liv which method will a student remember the

inition or "connotation" longer: when a teacher tells him or when he dis-

covers mr h Pun ii : Which method of learning will he more meanin,lill for him:

I ooking lip a Will in the dictionary; or comparing two patagraphs deserihin:2

the same Ncenu, discussing the effect off each, examininp the words- that

create the effect and finally, formulating the idea of connotation? It

seem, more reasonable to assume the latter process of exploration will have

the more lasting effect, but more imaorLant he will have learr d to oh em.

characteristics, compare and contrast details, and draw conclusions. isn't-

this really what we want him to "ga"?

What this simply boils down to is a controversy bytt!ccn two thcOriPs:

learning is absorbing versus learning is Oxperiencing. "The older school

environments stressed that learning ig being Lo Id what: happened. The inquiry

environment strosses that learning is a happening in itsell."-

5. Postman and Weingartner, Teaching_ As a Subversive Activity, p. 29.
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Allm)tri 1 t.;1 ;,,! 40.11 ("I';': I til '

;k
- '

[kit especidlly dill n I that. it curreldti.',
fflir langlidge by using :-;vnLcnci...s cflken liter;iture
lecLions. Thu selections, incidently, are loin: Jr thin thwie iennd
wodols in fflost texts. Composition, I. the tiule UYUtn, IU tied lift()

the literature. The series is labelled A, r. c.

J(0,,Lti, and rish, Charles Ph)),
prnctical, ICI haic npprodehe:i, aec No,

)1101,

ILL 1 r A. as 5. room I, ct ices in 're eh n 0, 1 i sh 1 9(17 - 01)8
A litt_11 report of the NCTi.7, committee on promi.;ing Co-U)dii-
myn, rocl&r and Donald I Kmery.

Clcgg, A. U., Ti' Excltement of_Writing, $2.23. An important, practical hook
on creative imaginative writing. Hardbound, 188 pages. NC.TF. Aock No
22406.

Ch7riser, Elosi R., Director of Project Baltimore Public Schools, Administration
building Annex, 2521 North Charles:Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218.
,A:',11-fflfflyrPrcigromStressinE Logic and Rhetoric, This series or lessons
was planned to help seventh graders develop composition skill, through
seeing indu,:tively or perhaps even intuitively what happens in communica-
tion when logic frames the mOSsagc and rhetoric transmits it. They sdw
and then they wrote.

McGraw-Hill, inc. (publisher) Ramblers,._ Gamblers _and Levers, 1968. Who was
the stranger who shot Dan MoGrewr Did Casey save the day for the Mud-
ville baseball, team? Why did Sam McGee want to be burned? These and
other questions are answered in this book of high interest poetry. These
fast wheeling verses, some short and some long should be especially ap-
pealing to the boys--and sonic or the girls too? About 35 selections.

Meredith, Robert C., An Anthology forYoungyriters, 1968. Workboolviricting
in Action. National Textbook Company.

Nunan, Desmond J., ComEositjon:_ Models and Exercises, 1965. Tests for 7.8,
and 9. Each Lesson in this book uses the inductive method to introduce
tIii :(0d('nt to the prinCipte of good writing. A model is introduced with
a few brief statements. Then the student reads the model. At the end
of each model the student finds a series of statements and questions which
lead him through an analysis of the -k ills used in the model. Finally,
under the heading of "Now You Try It" he finds suggestions for a composi-
tion whichwill allow him to practice the skills demonstrated in the
lesson. Harcourt, 'race and World, Inc., Now York.

Puter Pauper Press, Mount Vernon, New York, (publisher), The [our -;e:isons,
J.1Ellese Hoikm, Cherry Blosoms, and HaikvHorves (Haiku collections).
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1.vort vs-

Hsy,

) 1)C 1,2c.li I
ipw i( 1 ti i H y doLt ;used rev lint on- ii I k Hood iso!ifid 111

ssterprool covcr, Lillis loose -loas notcbook. conititns loo ssioc-
mit vo dose r pi i - -ch ie I-1y Il L hi I i ehts ol compes i .nnl

I i Li, s 1100 prw,e s ;ire cnvniiitiv jiikd hv d Iv Ii oetor
It III vari oos sect- ions I or colic': Ii pI its iso ci

s.,enr dons as ..,o1 os Lht nit hort-i can iso re FL.
; I , stinks I t 1 11 Igla ICI., ICA I I111 i I, 1 i ii !Or h 1:117;!,;I.).: r

NcTr :qock No. 03105.

-wenor, rV, Poomstoof)a! J966. Chnrlos :-)oII; , Ncw

Nlcv NcAnnw, Readindyriting Workshop (7_8 9), 1968. Teaolier'i4

mlni.611 atso. A dotaitud workbook nopronch complomentnry to the i-sories
Composition: Models and Exorcises. I-ingucited for tencher resoorce.

Urnco mid World, Now York,

Wilson, (.;rice (ed.), Cmposition Situ_afions, 1966, A compiltition ul idons
for 1-thinning worthwhile oNportonco in wriLLon composition. NCTK LOCI
No. 30102. !ji41,00.

Kits:
liniku kit nvnitabto From Langungo Arts Consultant,

:rA Power in Coma2sition kit available_ from district_
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(hloctivo.,

, I tilt`
hsorvalinn

skill

To sot I:ow real and

imlginative charac-
ters are developed

To arouse interest
in creating word

pictures of persons

`I"e:a:hllirS Irate -

FOCUN students' :ItLention OH

the external manile::lations of char-
acter by having them ohs..rve
preseleeted pictures ot inces,Ivoplo
with different elohing, tbill examples

of body English (people irr dit(erent

positions.)

Have students Like ah hreo
categories (ono it A time) and dis-
cuss what charactel.stics they rend
into that particular person in each
picture.

Assign each pupil to do a pen
portrait of some fniniliar person other
than a classmate, Then have them do
one on "the meanest man in town. it

Ask class--Whnt do we mean by
painting a word picture:? After dis-
cussion read article from Readers
Digest, and note examples of charge=
tor portrayal.

Divide class into groups of two
Each of the pair is to describe in
writing based upon the face, clothes,
and body English the characteristics
he envisions in his partner.

To comprehend point Next, assign each student to look
of view. at hi,iself in a mirror and write down

his own impressions of himself. Then
compare with what his partner thought
of him.

( r

(.11 I hill I .

:11pH'h

c(1 1j1

lnc

Winood Wririn- L

kow, Peterson i.'

1961

Nenders 'Thr

Nest OntorgettihH
Character I've Mot
(almost onv issue)

Show film "your Artists Paint ElLiii:
One Tree" to illustrate point of view. "Four Artists Vaint one

'free." Waft Ili. m,y rh9r

Have students read the short
story "Dorp head" or some other high-
ly descriptive story like "The Most
Dangerous Game."

32
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I te

elleetive-

To uritc d vivid
eh:II-at:fey sketch.

r. [t. 1,

i .1 ty
colo I- I kc rya

1M H r. ILi IIi 4

hones' Leod 'tt_ddhtdc 10 di-,cocer

Coal deseribin,g color is ,.c-,d1lly
done by giving e':amptes tat ohfwt't
iii Lhlt color or by t:ompdriw; on
Lhitm to anothor.

Ort o Jitect ot papt...r 110011 ) columntt

Touch_Tnste,
Under ench hoAding list words from
"Dorp Pend" that 1ppeal to Clio

Ask Lac Collowinr, 'afetions. nhonl "Peri,

i, With what did the atalior
the boy's face? (fox)

2, In the description of Mrs.
what word make', you think oC N
tirgo soft chair? (overaLuCiod)

3. With what does tho hoy compare the
coach? (skinny AS his soup)

4. With whnt does ho compire the rust
S tains of the trowct niter. weeding
tilt? crabgrass? (with blood)
Gan you find other en,rnmples?

Now, take the character !;koLch 0111
you did of you or your partner
and redo it, including sensor., wrirck
mid comparisons. Compare it with the
originalor, write n character sketch
of a cinssmnte k.-fom you do not mention.
live class try to guess who you wore
describing.

NOLo: As tItndent!i become :Adept_ ;IC this
type of wriving,.Lhe Leacher ma, want
to introduce tlio USQ of conversation,
c0hereto--abstract, goucrai to parriculnr,
mood or tone, simile, metaphor, etc.

To di-vi 1p miderstnnd- Develop n discussion loading to the ham-
ol whdt: im meant by ing of specific charnetor traits. kist

enarneter trni L traits on board
.

t-tCad n chorncLer sketch roi or Aom) r,rr ooh 'r thy .

in Please Don't. Eat the Dnitti,,t4. Oait-iteN tiv Joon Ferr
=
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Ask the - vieuts to tisi 1

ndieetives thmt ihv Chink (I...s-
cribe the m n in charneter 's per-

sonnlity.

Alter the list is on the ehaiN_
board, the teacher may ask:: Are

there any details which : re re-

lated or f1 t, fall

Choosing one of these traits,
the students to write a brie
sketch bringing out idiot rrait.

Suggest the students firs( describe
the main point they want Co make
about the person they are describ
ing, Is the person pathetic, im-

pressve, funny, annoying, old-
fashioned? What is their main
impression Think about the de-
tails to use to make this point
clear and consider the words that
will be most effective.

Write a sentence stating a dnitti
nant impression of someone. For

example, "Mrs. Prim was an immaculate
housekeeper," "Melanie likes creature
comforts," "Sergoi was indeed a hard
man." Exptind the sentence into n para-
graph of six to eight sentences. In

clude some details of setting which fit
the dominant impression.

Ask students to write a sentence such
as one of the above and expand it into
a brief sketch.

411! 7-

1tl 1, Ill I I

t -

ro r4.1 ,11k-c hook '

01 I

diet i orri i'v t do r; v.'
:id h i t t1 rin k

It.11-1;w,

List Oa the board or overhead eifective
descriptive words in contrast to ineffeet- CorT ition

unl words or phrases that have been used,

Lesson 18.



cm !low good de-
er tpi ion (Impends on

elrclul observation
ii detail:,; and e:ire-

choosing el words
4 1)1=0:-,11L (1c t.::1 I Is

I lir:, . I 1p=
Ion cif ;in ,n

r 1 v iiILIIOiIL n:un jug 1 iii
Have students or IL LIlt it

kyLchL.s on Iii di:; c;irds, .1nd in

:rm:11 1 grotipm n.ad t hcm ;Ind 1!110;:.
th0 II) r i 1)+2t1

I- or pros jc, in re I :IA iiiv L rd i

-Labe I_S" to f a c t i o n s , I L [lc r ii

coups or individu.illv,
inAkc tip an as L ion icli

d union sc rate eacIt L so L . t/L-

L-.-TIple, for "poise" you miht.
have such an actien IS "Cnarlos
f-',Inith stepped son I idently to

the microphone, motioned tor the
orch,,st co to sot Len Its st rains,
and announeed quietly, ILodies
and Centlemen, may I nsk vour
cooperation. Let_ its oil move
calmly out ci the front door
nnd stand together under the
i-;tars white the officials take
care of the small blaze in toe
kitchem"

Have the Students select a flvor-
iro hero, fictional or reaL De-
cide before tiny write that charac-
ter trait they wish to give to ihoir
readers as a dominant impres.siou,
but ask thorn not to mention that
trait in their description.

Read to the class from the modern
version of Chalicorrs__Prol_ogno

describing the charocters or the
Prioress, the Monk, the poor
Parson, the Knight, and the Clerls
Havo the students point out the

details that make each no individ
ual, impossible to mistake for any-
one else.

According to Tabba, teachers need to
learn to break up a discussion at a

psychologienlLy oppropriaLe moment
and to "fire it up agate Later in
the day or the next day. She suggests
one technique is to list the names of
the students who 81:111 viral!: to express
a point oLvicw.
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011 t- i

Usin Le,iv

cliar,ic ter!: as encl. at_ .
describe one oi the haracie 1

1 i it1 nIn ,1
in rnch all the other sin- ;Hid I 11
dents in the claw -; might bo d 1e pk.int et
nble to toll which ehara ter lir

beim!, descrifed.
or

As a class Lhry might comhie-
idea and write a picture por-
trait_ from at photograph or print
which portrays some Harm of omo -
Lion it) the character a anger,
mirth, grief, etc.

Introduce Lho st,itement orally,
or writc-! the tluotrition on the

chalkboard or Overhead. Cicero,
a great Roman staLosman, orator
and Oitosopher, once wretetuif
I had more time, 1 would write
you a shorter letter." As'. the
class to tell what CIcero might,
have meant by this statement.

In small groups have students or- Ik DWP "Ticeally describe a character rrom a Most Ontorget ahlo
picture or a student serving as a Ghoroefor' rt :Lion
model. Tape the discussion'and olfors a source 01
replay

tacit that ore
eplay to class 1i.Wha key d

Ehrases or words. Beton:, each read by students.
item is listed two headings
RF:LEVANT AND IRRELEVANT might
be written on the board so the
group could Bete Whine the rele-
vance of the trait they arc try-
ing to support. Ask the students
the value of making such a list.
Reinforce the idea- that they must
choose relevant details to support
the trait they are expressing.
As a group have them write a con-
cise character sketch together em-
ploying suggestions already made.

A student loader could ask the
questions DOES THIS SHOW HIS
110W? or WHY? as suggestions are
being made. Then ask the group
SHOULD IT 1W INCLUDED?



Ohlootivi loach

To piiiill out that

dilloront people may
. Cho same thing

in dirierent ways
hocouso thoy hove
dillorent intorost

Eilectivo word pic-
tures at pcoplo
should contain ono
clear main idea', a
key word or phrase
can help unify the
word picture.

Oiscui:s what eharaci ri VOU
would assoc.:jai:L. Wilt 010

mother-in-law rodhoad
Lehman undortak

I Ipoeked hu5I nd

aowspaporman cowboy
capCnin lihrarian

Carper' Mitquotols

door-to-door salesman

Discuss st(.,ret._ ping and they _s-

ing of "ctiehP characters.

Ask students to choo,:o a worlawul:
a mailman, janitor, or milkman
whom they know and to describe
not only his physical characteris-
tics but also his actions :it work.
This might he done for homework
or on released time for observa-
tion purposes.

Uolc,

1-:10-ton

rolonsol Limo lor oh-
sorvaLion or ory,on-

ixod old trip.

Use the film "Pour Artists Paint Film: "Four Artists
a Tree'' This would be a good intro- Paint a T,roo.
duction to point of view.

After a discussion of ht effect
each pointer achieved according to
Lis point of view, ask the studonts
to describe a relative from three
points of view. For instance, des-
cribe their mother as they soo ho r,
as their father ec.'s her, and is

their brother, sister, or friend
sees her. lie sun' to suggest they
decide what dominant impression they
wish to create [cold each point of
view before they begin to writo,

01'

Have scud 'its choose a partieul.
itnatton and write a short descrip-
tion of how two different persons
would see something. Au o..amplo
might hi' two fans with opposing loyNI-
ti viewing,the same baseball gam..

Ask s;Lticl LU make up stew t esh,
clever ' mpa nS :both their own
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To tench the \mine
ol comparisons in
description.

Details of appearance,
actions, habits, dia-
logue, and qualities
can be combined to
create a complete
cat racter sketch.

Tench i

they writi,' Om, Iu

press each of the !allowing:
1. My hair is like
2. My

3. My
4. My
5. Y
6. My
7. My
8. My

eves or
nose is
mouth is
tooth aro
chin is

face is
hated- tiro like

Discuss how writers make word
portraits.
1. striking comparisons.

use of key words or phrases
to unify.
ordering of related groups of
details to build a dramatic
pattern.

4. placing character in ti setting
which suggests his nature.

5. quoting or paraphrasing speech.
6. involving the character in

action or incidents.
7. describing significant details

of appearance: dress, posture,
movement, facial expressions.

8. making interpretative continents
9. associating the character with

significant objects.
"Character sketch" implies you arc
trying to represent the chief features
of the personality and character of a
person. But rather than a Cull inven-
tory or list of physical characteristics,
traits, speech, thoughts, dress, action,
and interpretative comment you focus in
a sketch upon the dominant iTlyession.

After reading a couple of character sketches,
one of which may be a Reader's Dip,ost"iblfor-
gettable CharneLor," or a selection such as

"David Gopperfield Meets Uriah Hoep," and
another of which may be a student sample
from your "file," direct students to write
about someone familiar to them. Have them
keep in mind the discussion of the previ-
ous day.

Peader's



()WI:Lives

Have studeot:-; write a li-.1(2

sketch of someone they know.
Suggest that they do not try le
telleeverything ahout the peren
but instead select two or three
traits that they think are most
outstanding and illustrate thest,
traits with specitic incidents
and examples. Suggest also that
they support their impression with
physical characteristics, movements,
gestures, thoughts, quotes,"props,"
or possessions. They might also
include their own analysis, explan-
ations, and intol'prcLations of be-
havior.

Invented names will arouse in -the
reader's mind associations suggest-
ing a trait. What do the following
names suggest?
John Burlington Hargrove III
Symington Randolf Steele
Percival P. Throckmorton,
Dirk Doyle
George Washington Jones
Fannie Flower
Fhineas F. Finfrock
Bridget McKim
Hoot Gage
Pierre DLL Ver
Pam Pickle
Scotty MacFarland
Prudence Church
Hackie Dawson
Crusher Casey

Using small groups for discussion,
hrainstrom these names. Ahstgn tho
writing of a brief sketch to the
group of a name of their choice or
assign a name to each individual,

Invent five names which suggest physical
characteristics, temperament, or traits
of character. Write on a separate paper
what you think the names would tmmwst.
Exchange the name lists and indicate what
your classmntes' names suggest to you.
Compare your own association of names and
characteristics with those of your class-
mates to see whether you have made differ-
ent or similar associations.
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Lhc wriLiug ol
Lion 01 the mon of Lila lutur

Ask the following questions or tiw
students to guide them in being
able to sic' him as clearly ns
someone they actually know so
th;..y will hi' able to rocronto

him on paper.

What is bis ago? Sc'':? What are
his physical traits? How does
he dress? What makes him n dis
tinctive individual?

-facial expresions
-mannerism or gestures
-ways of walking, standing,
sitting.

What might he be doing--act ions?
Where is he located? Look around.
What is the manner of his speech?

Suggest they take the necessary time
to visualize him in their imaginary
situation, thinking through his
act reactions and appearance before
they begin to write.

View the film, "The Red Balloon."
In class discussion or groups list
as many traits as were shown in the
film. Ask if they could identify
or relate any feelings the balloon
might have had.

Jud

Lures oi
Lion or :Ict.tril

p'iut mtr,1H,:; i

mood and

Film: "The Red Kalloon."

Assign the writing of a brief sketch
from the viewpoint of the balloon,
the' boy, the schoolmaster, one of the Record: "Happiness"
"enemy" schoolmates of the boy. by Gonnie Frnncis

Using the overhead projector examine
with the class three student -papers:

a good ono; one in which there is not
enough detail to support the idea ex-.
pressed; and one in which there was no
central idea either stated or implied.
Direct attention to writing which is
confused because of lad: of focus or
because of an attempt to do too much.
Again, however, lead the discussion,
not by explaining what is good and
bad about tie sketches, but by asking
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objectives Teach irg! 1-11 i

cue; t= i Wha r ku y

uiot I rornhuit I y iii L i l o pn i rn :

Won L ono son 1_,,nie e mos L ymphn I I I v
-t:!Lui thu ci irtctur s itom Han

Duos L l I c who Lu pn r:ny, rn ph
s enia concerned i4 i th tin' character..?

At the and of the discussion eT the
papers, hove the class decide upon
i pertinent comment (instead or offer-
ing one yourself) by asking, "What ad-
vice would you offer this student'!"

The time spent on this planning or a

good paper is immeJiatety applied 1,hen
the Leacher returns,uhmorked the paprs
Chat the students submitted originllly
and allows them to revise or totally
rewrite their papers on this subject,
The Leacher-then grades the re.W-ritten
paper only.

In evaluation you could assign the
writing of a full length chorneter
-sketch omploying the same genera!
procedure For analysis. Enxerpts
from student papers might he used
to illustrate the strengths and vari-
ations in WriLi.ng sketches os a method
of review and Suomi ry



ohjective

To digeover that
dialune is realistic
i.e., it fits the char-
acters and the satin-
tion

To see how the author
imitates reilistic
speech.

To goo that much con-
VerSatiOn is routine
and that good dialogue
has a purpose.

Head several se-Li: Iri,lll the
comic strip, ''Winnic Winkle the
Broad Winner." Or, make up a dia-
logue that does not fit the charac-
ter or situation (i.e., ti..ro students

discussing the two week extension or
school into simnel-, the roothall nni

giving a pep talk to tho toging Loam
at half Lim).

Head a short story. Discuss
briefly the character and the situa-
tion. Examine carefully the differ-
ences and similarities i.n the spoech
of the characCors. n dis-
cussion or HOW the author imiLites
natural speech. istudy the use or
contr6ctions, fragments, word order,
dialect (words and expressions and
pronunciation) and slang.

Record exactly as possible, a con-
versation you hoard of which you

not a participant. This may
be among the mombotsof your family,
kids on the street, clerks and cHn..
Comers in the store, or among people
riding in a bus or eating in a res-
tourant.
intervic
conversO
Bost on

Or you may record a news
or press conference, or a

ion between the guests and
talk show.

Ditto some of these conversations and
have a class discuss ion. Discuss which
conversations arc more interesting and
why. Discuss the strengths and weak-
nesses of each. Try to identify the
situation and characters involved.
Does all of the dialogue contribute
to the situation? Could any of the
dialogue he deleted? Could you add
some dialogue that would give more
understanding of the speaker?

r,,gon iart

Jack, 1 "A r

My Dear Alphonse" er
"Clmrleg"

Divert , "The 1:-1,1"

A. D. Guthrie, Jr 'the
Horp,ain," "First Dr Inc i -

pot"

Faulknc
Soldters"

111,00

For a cony ie

see the Oregon Currien1
/ Rhetoric

L pp- 260-262



Oh ice

To pracLico polishing
a dialogue emphasizing

I
url-Yost.,

poech.
and natural

To examine dialogue
as a way of revealing
character.

To draw all three,
realism, purpose,
and eharactorixation
into one dialogue.

To examine the second-
ary techniques used in
oral dialogue that
reveal. character.

To practice oral
ilterprotation of a

elaractor.

rovisc Lhe dia.101.01e

tbu studunrs work in smail i ups

Each dialogue should be reVid by
tit -least two groups. lInve Q0cli

group present their rev i ned dia-
logues oralLy Without- props, lkwo

diNcuNtiion on the eifectiwynes
0V each groupl!: pvuntaLiou.

Reexamine a short story. Diseu:=7s

the dominant traits of the character
and how they are illustrated. ('on-

centrate on the words of the charac-
ter and those things said about him.

llive the students choose a :iituation
similar to thu following and write a
dialogue.
1) A nervous teenager, just learning

how to drive, must explain to his
crabby neighbor how he ran over
three of her rosebushes.

2) A distressed woman driver is arguing
with a policeman against his inten-
tion of giving her a ticket.

3) Two Junior High girls are debating
which of them a certain boy likes.

Ditto and discuss some of the dialogues.

Listen to an excerpt from a Bill. Cosby
album. Discuss the personality of the
character and his dominant traits.
Discuss the techniques of voice in-
flection and pitch, volume and pace
as ways to reveal character, mood and
emotion.

The teacher may want to work ma a
dialogue of his own for Furher
examples of this eechniq..

Divide the class into groups and dis-
tribute the best examples of situation
dialogue written by the student3 shortly
before. Have the students present their
interpretation of the dialogue. You
might want to record some of alcsc and
play them hack for further evaluation or
have a written evaluation form the
students fill out.
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1) -re t i yes

ideih i I 1.111_ :-;ec,ind-

ary techniques written
d1:110;;Yic 1.1!-:1 _Q% CO create
ch:Iroeter, emotion and
mood. To observe that
pnetuation has a pur-
pose.

generalize about the
use and eir;,c of punc-
tuation.

To generalize about the
use and effect of con-
tinuity statements

To practice using the
techniques of punctua-
tion anki continuity.

Teacuin

Study till e--:cerpt [row r! I

I or AlAernon" t.oher(% Char! it, has

lte3L learnyd ab(i ai punt:In:0 it'll
but iu not discovered its dint`-
Lion. Discuss the placement 0nd
effect of Charlie's punctuation.

Study` excerpts from a short story
or novel discussing placewnt of
quotation marks and use and effect
of exclamation marks, dashes,
ellipses, apostrophes.

Examine several excerpts of dia-
logue and discuss the different
techniques writers use to indi-
cate who `is speaking.

Choose an excerpt from a play and re-
move some of the punctuation. Have
Students rewrite the dialogue putting
in punctuation and omitting the name
tags preceding each speaker's re-
marks and inserting continuity
Statements to clarify who is speak-
ing. Place some of these on the
overhead for discussion.

haniol Kk's,os

I )1-- A Irxrnon .

koy Rracllittm v. handc

W

Gharfts Portis

L. Williams
Po Ice

Sarno as lbovc,

Oil

ltiit iii

Rod Sorting, "Tilt,' Mon-

sLers Ar0 Dtle OH \1111c
Street"

Hans C. Andersen, 'lite

UgLLIIncklina

Optional culminating activity. This would be best taken up in conjunction with the
study of folktales in literature.
To apply X111 the tech-
niques of characteri-
%ation.which they've
studied in a creative
situation.

Have the students break into workable
groups. Choose one of the following
themes:

1) rags to rchcs
2) stupid or ugly fellow mnkes g
3) "Beauty and the Beast"
Create a simple plot.
Create a cast of characters each pos-
sessing one or two dominant character
traits. Create the setting, physical
appearance of the characters, actions
and dialogue so they reinforce the dom-
inant traits of the character.

This project should take several days
of writing and polishing. When com-
pleted, the students might decide to
dramatize their folk tales.
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Introduction

rote that 11nwinp iN not ;In ;Ihv;vr:Ict covcitrnclicn cV ihc

cr T I (Heti onrIL: makers I it is JuLhingpri.sing out ot thc work, ticcd:=

L les icv'LiLn La!-4 Los or lams LILnc rnt ion:4 i hmc.

lirold and low elost. to the grou

kecently, however, this humanistic view has become sclic01 cb!icnrod hv

groat debates over the merits of "new grammar" over the- "old grammar," and

the place, f any, of grammar in a modern 1,11, age arts ciirricuLuii. Indeed

the backlash of this conflict has place' members of the i9n woi k lic7p in the

sit:ion of having to answer quosti,ori that may never be completel resolved, even

by the experts. What we do line then as the posture of the language it ici it com-

ponents in the District 4J junior high school language arts curriculum must

necessarily be a compromi

in addition to the rationale for our position, and subsequent guidelines

recommendations, we offer a simple unit and in annotated biblici )11), La

aid Leachers in Icii.cliti into inquiry the nitureoflingungc-

and involving them in Jirsuina answers to questions which are of into and

totheir on iives.1

115
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goal in language teaching should be to help students ineroase their competence

to use and understand language, especially those styles, varieties, and func-

Liens or language that most intimately affect their lives.-

The J968 Language Arts Workshop outlined six language categories as pro-

requisite to such desirable language behavior:

1 the history and structure of language
social implications of language (usage)

3. concepts of language ambiguity (semontics)
4. Concepts of language manipulation (,writing and speaking choices
9. concept of language Lower and influence
6. concept of language as a means. of defining and ordering reality

Within this framework, members of the 1969 workshop see the specific re-
-

sponsibilities of a productive language program and its close relation to other

language arts areas in this way:

Communication

Composition
(wri I. ten ,c spoken) ILanguage

_

LOgie Grammar
2,3 (struc-

Lure)

Ltrnology
(origins &
derivations
of-words)

Varieties History

Dialectology Usage

Literature
interpretation)

Phonology Semantics Lexicography
(sounds) (meanings)

This is not to say Chat all of these experiences should be the concern of the

junior high school teachers only Rather, in the fashion of Jerome Bruner's

spiral, ninny concepts introduced in the elementary school should simply be-

come progressively more complex as the curriculum advances and the child matures.
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[:nrrently several views ist :hot Lh, appIO,tCh LO Lb IC 1,111iP',

01 iermal grammar in the schools. On the One hand a considerable body oi lav

public and teachers who do not have to deal with it in their classes are emphatic

in LlitHr demands toe renewed emphasis on the ton cli i ng ol fermi! traditioual :,,rammrr.

Tih'y claim that instruction io lormal grammar not only insures acceptable Lin,,o1,!,e

usage and more effoctive expression of ideas, but also makes stndents. think leg;

colly, understand and read literature better, and, generally, succeed in college

work.

Then there is the group who hold the view that a systematixed study of

gralmnav hos little or no influence on effective communication, language_usage,

and thinking ability. And they claim support for their opinion frum a consider-

_4_5 6
able body of experimental data and research"- This group favors a studv el

grammar concepts only when the need to improve students ability to expr,ss

ideas forcefully arises.

A third group, including members of the 1969 Language. Arts Workshop, reels

that ill language should be taught is in integral part of human knowledge and

activity. We believe that students should be helped to th ink and speak and

write as clearly and effectively as possible. Research indicates ,that isolated

formal drill in traditional grammar--i.e., memorization of definitions, identi-

fication of parts of speech, and traditional cliograming--as an end in itself

does not achieve this goal and should, therefore, not generally be used.'1

The study of grammar, however, is necessary and profitable when used Co deal

directly and immediately with problems of mechanics, usage, and style.

an approa!h, a functional one, does not begin with grammar but rather makes use

of gramar when knowledge of structure helps solve a communication problem that

ins developed. An inductive analysis which results in the development of for-

mal rules and which may be helpful in dealing with this pproaehi should not
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ceiuNraed as IwipprOpri, rather, iormai iC HIUtIlCI not_

y.eoernlly be used in isolation Irom writing and prohlems,

Vor example, many teachers have students who consistently Nod consci-

entiously produce sentences that: nre infested with daogting elements This,

thou, might lie the liMu Le use the technique offered by tranformationnlists

to v;=pinin the process of embedding elements such :is rotative clauses (or for

that matter the embedding of any pore of one sentence in another), :n order

to show students a way to eliminate misplaced modifiers in their writing. A

student inn hi ted to see that a faulty structure, such as

The boy was From Eugene who saluted

nem:illy consists of two underlying sentences,

Si- The boy was from Eugene.

0-- The boy saluted.

each of which contains the identical clement, lye_bOy. The student can thin

identify and correct his particular problem by inserting (embedding) the second

2sentence (S) immiediately after the identical element in S 1

S9
The boy (the boy saluted) was from Eugene.

AL this point a student can see that ff he substitutes who [or The_ba in

he will have produced a clearer and more effective sentence--
s2

The boy who saluted was from rigene .

hut morn important, he has discovered a process theft will help him state his

ideas mere clearty.

In addition to the utilitarian value of using structural analysis to L'N-

',tore some problems of mechnnies, usage, and style, we feel that: students hove

i right Lo study language as human behavior and as a relevant link from past

to present, and from present to future. We also believe that language is n

cool of thought and that, for this reason, students should have the opporCunity

/IA



to devlop t c gri i L I i p a a Lhio!-;in rh:it iii ll lhell

II erance!-;. A sl udrnt s iIa a ye L o it m:11. vo

iagi: probohiy exceeds the lorgost grommor book over written: 411,-1-4' r C01.11d

he proctico such thinking skills as classifying, ; olvzimg, gonerHHin, and

vorilvin, than in dealing with his own laflguago?

The following excerpt, adapted irom the kloguogy ,\i::4 Curr

1967 - 68, of the Beaverton School District, summaries our answers to the ques-

tions "What kind of grammar shall we tench?" and "How should usop,e hi tatigla:"

Recent endeavors by linguists have been in the direction of trying to
describe the English language as IL operates, or to write n First
real grammar of the English language. Finally it seems as if a re-
formation or a sounder way of approaching the study of the English.
language tins emerged in the work of the transformationalists. The
new grammar involves the whole writing sysp2m: syntax (the study
or the sentence) and phonology (the study oF the relationship be-
tween sound and spelling). Most nnportont in the recent work of
these linguists is the application to the study of Englishu

. of the
methods of inquiry which are being applied in the Holds of anthro-
pology, mathematics, and physics. Objective inquiry hos built up
a body of new information about how the sound and writing 4iystein
of English works, and about the mechanics by which an individnol
is able to generate an infinite number of woll-formed sentences
many of them entirely original.

However, since the new grammar is still in A formufativo stage, and
the old presentation has usually proven sterile and profitless, the
best procedure seems to suggest a more functional application of
some aspects of a grammar. Fortunately some suggestions hove boon
made to help teachors.7,8,9 These articles give concrete ideas Inc
building an awareness of English structures through the use of an
inductive approach in which students develop their own generaliza-
tions by observations of many samples of language in notion, and
in to in arc helped to apply such generalizations to their own en-
presslonal problems.

Hoving considered the inadequacies of the traditional grammar and
the possibilities of the new scientific grammar, how then is the
otudv of any grammar related to usage? Those who claim that
grammatical knowledge will insure correct usage--"lt is I" instead
of "It is me"--are unaware that the descriptive or scientific
:ipproncli to language diords the concept of right and wrong or
of better or worse mid the concept of appropriateness to
lamming() structure. The sentences "lt is I" and "ft is mu" QX-
pross the same concept through the choice of.different words.
Those people who fool that "IL is 1" is preferable have , in the
past, relied on the one authority, the old grammor book. P:xactly
where the grammar book got its authority is not quito-clearlv
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L . h;ty- It tlizt I iii . t Ii it Lid
io the 1 . a . o i a t h hov ;Hid I I Hi t,

I a rimmy i I ti judgioc.nt ci I t iic gr;.trimvi (h) Lhc oth,.,r hand
r(lpitab 1 1 ingu sts, the adv,ocates ot the conck.pt; iii Appropr t :ac-
Ites!-:, do not state, for examp1e, that "ain't got none" is as Ncceot
able as "haven't any." They reserve the right to explain or Lo des-
cribe both constructions because both exist as a part or U le inter-
nal structure of the lringuage. Rut they point out that For social
rensons 01' becausu ol historical accident, the one eonfi;tritcLino-
"haven't anv" is ordinarily to he preforrd.

Perhaps the most recent point el: view toward the usogo problem is
especially wo-li stated in the document, Linguiics andjoir. Langnn,go
by Robert iin11.-10 !Lis suggwition is that a student study di_rcont
kinds oil usage patterns and whore they are most rrequentty round in
American fife nnd then, with guidince rrom toachers,choido what kinds
of usage h u ce wants to use for varios ocasions. Robert Pool oylL

in his articles, "Looking Ahead in Grnimuar" SuMMori_?:es the saute Viek%'
in five statements:

1. Liulguage changes constantly.
2. Change in language is normal.
3 The spoken language is the basis of the rules oil usoge.
4. Correctness rests upon how the language is used.
S. Ail usage is rolativo, derived from appropriateness

rather than from formal rule.

For an eNciting and comprehensive view oil the usage problem, the on it
"A Mature Atti.tude Toward Usage," (Student Version) published by Cho
Curriculum Center of the University of Oregon is highly recommended.
(See Appendix at the end oil this section.)

Since the transformational approach probably represents the most scientific

description of language at this timm, all language arts teachers have an obliga-

tion to gain as much knowledge about it as possible and to be aware of the cur-

rent Li-ends ho modern linguistic roseareh.
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MallitivH,J. The inductive method is indliCerent to speoi!ic deoli ill ii ts

emphosi is on how students do their thinking, not en the indoutrini ion 01

norticular tlionghts.12 ThE'refere on indnclive. iruluirc approach !,honld he used

for the Leaching of any kind of grammar. And we should 'lever it sm insis-

tence on linwlistic terminnlgy LO disoonrage ceacherf4 from Irying a nev. opproloh.

It better to use traciitlional terminology and an incluetive :Tprooeh th.-111 it is

to li o. lin,filistie terminology and A deductive approach. Ill Hot, if trouslorm-

atiouol-genorative grommar Iii taught in eonventionol woys, I c. I I he lound to

13In no t151.11)OS 0 Oily other Sys t(.111 01 gramiar,

ProbleiJn; in Teaching Gromcir

Nonv tonchers who try teaching the "new" grampor, or onvtilill;4 else, iruhlo-

Lively b(cemo Criu4trated by thin mnonnt of tEme this process seems Co requir.: aod

wondor what must he removed from the language arts clirr icullim Co ma Co room 1.:1

the new We forget that with the "new" grammar comes a "Ins,' goal.

inductive moLhod of teaching focuses on the process rocher Chan on Elly

1 he conC i S ttidont (10:1W 0 re important not so much ;.1 IttCt 11001':-:

o way Lo stimulate further thinking and discoverv. In it the concern el

some I 101111 or that every student got all the nnsweis right may lead to over-,

,eaching nod tho belaboring of technical points long pot. HAIdeot* initial

discovery. This is drill, this is time wasted, time much better spont in let-

ting students discover that the Processes used Co discover relationships and

order in grammar might als he usod to ii 11(1 answers co problems in social
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An c I ve e o r re la i on (le VI I op r I

I I In Shaki':,pt ;1 roan play (or I soleet 1 on I mom CI inuee r or

tin. hist Y 0 1 ringnage and 1 augn.age uhattgy h

kind- r!1 tr i ng 11 I. trans ICrriiaLtons could this knowle-1.-, to r,:vise and

Ln iL ng or to examine element: i t sty] e prolessi I 17:4

±15, I lCup tS 0 Ovc ri.oi genera ri i3 I Opcd ill Otho r I I

irid this -yn forcemor amp] f ies

umirn; AC t I vi r Los

rummr ta 1,-1,th t I ring i me - on -

endless exerc isos . For examp le, the ncS L i on o I ehdr I i IS

iamoun in soe ial studies 11 in language,

Althokwh inductive teaching does not 1 an random teaching onChc r

d cvo .1 Cc pressur 1 to Coach "everything in the hook." For Hi is rcnSoil

wig of guidelines about the place of Language, especially grammar in the

curriculum. No attempt is made to spell out what should be included 1 rom

hr ad area ol lmiguage, such as history, usage, dialoctol y, 1 ;leo -nphy,

etc., but, beennse of the contrt versy about grammar, realistic skills and

concepts for this area are listed.

Appro imately ono-fourth of the noted to the Lingua art: pr (-tg ram

should he :assigned to the broad scope of language activities. OF this,

ably not more than one-half of the language program should be devoted to the

actual study uhf grammar.

Bgernt e cc !urn (grammar-)elements examined in tho structi ol TAI

-e closely related and some aro sequential, we recomflond that the first part

ul grammar inclfide the study of the kernel (basis) sentence and its parts;

the second part explore the structure of double base translot
(e pounds, adject "yes, appositives, relatives clauses); and that the third part

be coneerni d with the study of single base transformations that account For
when and where clauses.
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Adapted Irimi Tho Lamaunge Arts Curriculum tiiclv. ;cavertou

heaver ton , Oregon,1908.

5. Beaverton Guide, p . 8.

6, heavorton Guido, p. 8.
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Cantiers, Water. Pour Studies in Teaching Grammar from the 1oeio-Pseeholop.i-
era. yiewpoints: Stanford U. Bookstore, 1945, 71 1 p.

8. National Council oi Teachers of Lint ish, Commission on the krwlish Curriculum.
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11n11, Robert. LinELstics and Your Lanoage. Anchor Oook,1960. 205 p_

11. Poolev, Robert C. "Lookin4; Ahead in Crammar." Nat'l Assin. Sec. Seh. Trin.

V 39, Sept, 56-61: 1955,

12. :Postman, Nett: The Use of Lanctudoo. Holt, kinohart and W[nston, Inc.
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1,3 . Poi4tman, N e i l and Weingartner, Charles. Lin 'o is Li Cs A kevotot ion in
Teacht-riB, Delta. 1966.
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hyty; (.(1,!,: u t

...ritten.H-.' We should e_-:nmine various language hooks L0 lind [holy
trongth and their limitations. Indeed, we (1%.,e it to our

io ourselvo:,, L0 keep abreast iii current scholarship in our lield. The
lellowing list ii I hooks is provided with the hope ti nr junior high language

1- 1 iii I i r wi I I undertake 5 t' OHS !---;LLi*, 0 I ic;11.. ion!--; ci 1.1 I r

,(loie:ilent. As is indicated in the selection of titles, it is !oh_ th.lt

einior high language arts teachers should in' aucheritios in their tield,
:Would by aware iii the preparation LhaL elementary :;Ludents receive in Lange

nnd iiiiti iLl Iii' conversant with rending materials suirahle ror parents.

Anderson, rreeman !I., et al. Nuw Directions in EnOls_h. Now York: Harper
and Now, Publishers. 1969.

A linguistic approach to a pro-r:imilor for grades ono through si--:,
All language arts Leachers should ruod the introduction in Cho Leacher's
Iii itions which Shows the influence in the elementary school of inductive
[caching and linguistic re50Wral: The art work is only one indication
of the ingenuity in this serics.

Aurbach, Joseph, Cook Philip H., Kaplan, Robert R., and Turte, Virginia J.
Trinsformltionll Crammnr. A Guido For Teichur Wlshin.Jton- D. C.

English hongunge Services, Washington Educational Research As
inc., 1968.

Intended as a id lf-instrocLion guide for teachers. Includos an
,,ction on phonology and morphology.

Eduentional Design Inc./Caleb S. Crowell. The Oregon Curriculum/a Sequential
Program in English/Language L/ A S0J-Ins:ructionniOrientationfor
Teachers. New York: Holt, Rinuhart and Winston, Inc., 1968

Published by Holt to servo the purpose stated in the title.

Goldstein, Miriam. The Trachinq of Lanuage in Our Schpols. New York: The
Macmillan Compnny, 1966.

A Macmillan guidebook for parunts sponsored by NCl'S.. Presents to the
general reader new developments in English language in tho elementary and
high schools. Claririos nil technical terms in N handy glossary. dives
a good overview of the work done ci the various study centurs.

Jacobs, Bodori ck, C. , and Rosenbaum, Peter S. grammar ILGrommnr_2nnd
Teacher's Guide for Grammy 1 & 2. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1967.

A Ens r, eiticiunt study in three very readable books. Use (kLi.WIL-
ful sentences for analysis. Excellent in its discussion of deep structure
Grmwmar 1 is also printed as the grammar section of the seventh grade Ginn
language book; Grammar 2 is the equivalent of tlic eighth grade Ginn language
book.

*Malmstrom, Juan, An introduction_to ModernEnglishCommar, Now York:
Haydon Book Company, 1968 p.
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ITArtyl, Jeln. An Introduction to Modern Cnc!Lih -1.!r. New lark: b

(;:oup.inv, 1968

r:ich ly I tins Lira Led with quotations and cirE aon L a (h.'1110nSL talc tie
i l l : i n y n'T,'Itionships be tweon longuage and ii LC' riirure. slim)] y

ret I I L-a LO I 1W--- L 1 it rk, :411.."11 ai iptS is H. t

or is diatect,

M-)-t ;o 'till, If. ';rends ofUna!ioge tirades I - ,t-*: Hil
It[nylorr and Winston, inc. 196L

Although those books are readers, they are annoiared to hr leg eel hoi

ontv liternry characteristics and underlying language dinmnsions, hut ntso
Linguistic strw.:ture. A took at this beautiful series will show eh' a

troditionol appronch Co grammar in junior high is hiappronriate for stu-
dents who have been so well prepared Li'ansformational, These hooL,
which are used 'in Eugene; are enough to make some junior high Leachers
consider Leaching lower grades. Could be of value for individual, holier
high students with reading problems.

Nichael F. Flow the "New English" Will hr 1 Your Ch I Id.
A tiny paperback by the Assistant Secretory for Fnglish ol the Modern

Language Association of America. Easy rending. ? good overview for Icai:hers,
not only or changes in language, but also,in Literature and composition as
well This would make a very hnndy reference to sharu with pnrehts

Thomas, Owen. Transformational GrAmmnr and the Teacherofyuglish, New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1965.

Written by a former junior high toucher and, in his we "This
book is a pedngogicni rather than a scientific grammar. Spec:LI-fenny. it

Seeks to describe those aspects of transformational grammar that:, in my
opinion, have the greatest relevance for teachers."
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11'';1)1,o. A b:n e im I the tin it will be to es La b I i:.11 Lii ii 01 iii " r

on viLtiri not only Ivolt region LH FL..!,1011, hut also !roil onk eci-H-

: ion It .-InoLhor. II H11:4 notion is discovered nnd acet.Tted hr niuid tO. thk

T_Inv provide the nucessary background lei practice thfoughout the it

dyr of the year in the usage choices which will give the students tho most

lavorable social consequences.

untL provides 0 number of activity choices which could serve :10 o

pool ol ideas, ideas WhiCh N LON0101- might draw from fOr class assignment, and

jilt;:: which students might soloer for group rind individual asignments.

COnctiLLti 01 V011 Lo rho Leacher In teaching this unit:

I. Language is constantly changing and "right" nod "wrong" with reference
LO langtia!_y., are only relative terms. "Wrong moans either uuclenr
Or OULOr harmony with current practice oh educated Amorionns.

"Efictivo" innguoge is not necessarily "standard"; t.Q., "sulltundord"
rngliA may Out bo moru effective than "standard" English.

3. Language should he judged on the basis of. its npproprioLonoss for a
given situation.

4, Inch person spenks n diolect; roiglish dialects vary considornbly
around the world;in each notion or coqimunity tin prestige of one dia-
lect at a'given Limo 16 likely to he higher than that or others, CV 011
[110lMh no one dialect is "correct" or "ineorroct."

5. lach dialect has its, functional vnrieties and the sponker's or the
writer's specific communication purpose detorfflinos the particular vnri
cry that he will Usc

Adapted from "Criteria for 14vLiluating High School V.nglisli Programs."Fnolish Journil December 1968. p 1282
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Lhe

ii in Innv.,1:1'4(., i

!HIV use in

diti.A-cnt social. sit--

Ii;! I. ions.

T. .Itit ra I ice

FOLo plNyln. H imicnt, 10 Ii

languaic !. very forrintly in ;in

Diseus students' reaction to

this spemker The opposite situntion
could he worked out by a second group si-

multaneously.

Let groups of students work out a skit,
each employing the sal: lauguoge problem
in different social. situations, e.g. in

one group :1 student, requesi.:-: a loan of
money from n f-ciend his ago; in another
group .tho request for money is made of
an omptoyer wilt) owes him some money

and might be angry te be reminded or iL,
Prescnt the group skits nnd discuss.

To w:plore the mean- Use inductive discussion which might start
iii or the word by comparing Llic moaning 01 "Night" in
"right" Si it is several Sentences,
tined in "ft is 'right'

to say Iii doesn't'
instead of don't!"

Co ;;encraiize about

thi . nature of correct
usage. To classify
Lke various levels
of usage students
can think of.

To doCine usage.

To explore the just-
fOr learn-

ing (N.J.:fel-mit levels

or usage.

-Continue inductive discussion. Pro-

vide 07.tampios of dialogue from speeches,

comic strips, etc. Use these to classi
fy into various levels.

Might be done as a quiz.

Play "Why Can't'the English?" ( teach

their children how to speak) from "My
Fair Lady." Discuss the plot of the
play.
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Oi _-%
p. 116 ior COMpltqC
de',:cripLiou iii

rolc-plAviin;

torn transcript at
an actual in

d[scussion on Hlis
Lopic', see

As a StIlivors I v Ac t y-

Lk, by Neil Posimau lnd

Chartos Weimtnanor,
p. 7011 ,

Sec The Flue Clocks hv
Martin :loos 1 !;ymholie

discuss ion of the live

H tyles of language.

Another system of cla-
ification, in chNit
form, can he found in
"A Mature Attitude To-
ward Usage," on oppun-
dix at the end of this
section.

"My Fair Lady" rt.'cord

album. Movio, ir IL

becomes available. Con,-

plate script is avail-
able at the h or () Lib-
rary. A good justifi-
cation for using langu-
age appropriate for the
situation comes from
Calpurnis, Lhe Negro
housekeeper in To Kill
a MockinOird.



idclIt I It/ H.vc r:11
e i dialect

educa-
t iond I p rot t.!-; i onn

'Ye observe the re-
gional_ vocohniary

choices for the same
object throughout
the O. S.

To observe regional
difference in the pro-
mune in L len of the same

word.

To define dialect,

'Fetid. Ili t cal i

kresent lor ::;

aud 'elk songs. AH!. lo

ideptilv and label variant iorms
and then describe the spOftkcr'f--;

1)(1N)i in goov,rnpll IC, 131'01 t.!,:t lot;:;
and educational background .

Lot students Loll which or sev-
eral vocabulary choices they
make For particular objects.

Play record.

Inductive discussion: Dialect
is n characteristic way of us-
ing language found in a group
which shares the same speech
hnhits. It is simply a vari-
ety of English; everyone speaks
a dialect, "American English
consists of several dialects,
both geographic and social in
origin, and within these dia-
lects are several functional
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"111:111!-

I w N111 II I:; 'I' :1 r i ;It I ";iiI
I'I`!", 10!1;11 11111'(111( t'fl (1

iii L.', I tHi 1 I .1 ;F1010111 '!

'101,11I I " di II

"i! ,!reur,!:. Iii

nnd \i!. ti

"rwlwece L' 'vcs;,'

humorous oxample of mu inlijh
.:11.z I It I S Vt. 0: I On 01 t,111".

r 1_0 L'hi VI, L1

Lv.'0 i t 0 ry ;my a pp
I' r I a Lc pocuLq el Bello LI; In ,

1,(.0 IOS L Oil hook The :2.10c:it_
ol lvmun Knp I 101' 01 11111C

H;irriSiN NII_OILi4 With thIC1.. lane
ra I, 0,..011,1 d H

.h.SSt` :".:Lt1,11-1: r 'I'Iu -1

IhinS t.:() Truk" (Ken Ll,iL Iv Ii
s pooch) flnr 1111 P.11:31 ! In

Yon r 1 in,r crict2L-10

A list of key words that li isn
have I ound use 10 kir th i s pn

pose is found in the SLI1 Crude

(Ngon Curriculum, Language 4
Rho Lor p. 276. Anolho r
sucIi lifit 18 Found in h in I es

U.S.A. by Jeun Maim:it:re!!! mid

Annabel Ashley, NI II

floc o : "Vu rlo Lies 01 V n I 1:1;
Samples f Regional o 1 L "
found in hack of 7th C.17:idu i)rt
gon Curriculum, I. IL Iii r s I ii LLL,

to La rig tLgQ)11110 L

The quotation nt the lt.,rt is

taken from "Soc in J. love Is of

Frigl.lsil," an unpub i shed un L

of the Oregon Curriculum hy
Arthur Lorentxen.

For three very colorful and
different studies of dialect in

the U.S., see "Barpin Boont in

Boonville," Tine, February
1969, p. 20-24 describes (, al-
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Vari, II [I, ,L Lo
prLicilitir social .-4itnations."

"io write a short eon- This assignment overlaps nicoly
voration in dialect. with tho study of charactorintion

in rhetoric. These might he read
aloud to the class or evon taped
nnd played back with a slide show
coordinated with the tape.

To ol)Qrvc differ-
k.nc(:8 in diracct tn-
lormnias rotund nom

no genoralize
aboun Lilo influences
,dmping Cho,
tocts.

Help students plan 1 linguistic
survcy to determine dialectal
terms most commonly'used in the
area and the factors most influ-
encing local speech.

t t i

li% io ,i t!, I -

n i ) ; A i n t. yott ;t-,1 tjtt
Tri.- 01 I i Itk.t t;. t'tt r 1-

and

piny rhaek HI t phot er.raniy:.

;.nd convcr:4:Irion, (0

pk,:opL ol John'
" I Ul pp ,!H 61) "
hy Thou ntr kocimul,

r>', 1969 p I

ouJoriut
"Hri I n !),

glbcrAo dcpcndo hwnvilv v'1-1):0

abi 1.i mid style"),

Note: Although the process in-
volved is worthwhile for students
in itself, -few definitive cenelu- Soo Lorent!,on, op.cit., 4
sions can bo oKpectod in the
Northwest. 'Investigators work-
ing on the Pacific Coast Linguist-
ic Atlas have found that the speech
found there represents the mingling
of dialcts of many regions, es-
p.,cLally Now Hngland, Upstate Now
York. During the later stages of
ottlollont,many immigrants from

Germany and Scandinavia came to
Oregon.

Important atrpo in thuj)rocess
would be to:

compile x check list of by Jean
approximately 20 items de- ,P,IolmsLrom and Annabel Ashley,
signed to elicit information NGTE, 1963, p. 24.
concerning vocabulary and
grammatical usage.

2) for each item include several
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To explore the dif
ference between
Webster's Second and
Webster's Third.

To generalize alit
the reasons for
differences in the
two editions. rn

other words why does
L11 e Third have en-

tries that the Second
locks?

To generalize about
the sources or new
uses of words in the

dinlectat choices lrom
v,Irious sections of th,.

country,
3) as ench inforlimnr is inter-

viewed, determine whether
or not he is N oritive; where
lie has lived; his education;
the background or his pnrenfs.

Provide students with copies of both
dictionaries. Ask them Lb compare
entries of words they will rind list-
ed only in the Third such as litter-
bug, potty-chair, astronaut, beatnik,_
boo-boo, countdown, den mother, drip
dry, footsie, hard sell, mccarthylsm,
no-show, schlmiet, sit-in, zip gun,
jungle juice.

Ask them to compare entries for
words which have changed in status
or meaning such as "unique" and
"ain't."

Sill rots

A grand source ol questions ;ou
leads to profitable words lor
comparison is Chi hook I) i_on.

r Los and Tha t iction ary_
rasobook on the anon el co
graphic 1'S mnd the L1rg1.1::
vlewbrs, by James R. Sledd aIh
Wilma R. Kbbitt, Scott 'topes-
mAn, 1962.

Ask students to look up words which
have citntions from famous people: Sec the pie He' of each edi-
"goof," (Eisenhower), "sick," Lion concerning the sourecii oI

Third. (Elizabeth Taylor) , "drainl,' (Ethel
Merman :Tuff," (Willie Mays).

To learn by doina
about tire purpose
job et n lexicog-
raphers.

Ask each student to hand in 10
and slang words with definitions.

Compile a master list and then ask
for citations (quotation, speaker,
situntion, and a probablo.derini-
tion.) Assign every class member
a job such as etymologist, phonolo-
gist, semanticist, orthographer,
secretary, editor, and with theso,
publish a dictionary.

citntions.

For o complete description ol
this prolect, see "Junior Hi.,,th

Lexlcogrophur:-2," by k: kakota
Brown, English lonrial ,

October, igON, p. 9nq
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1 "I 11, .; ich

are
:01-th tnd,,,,ing,

TC) re L Ice lorms

01 ti:z:Igo or social
uccess.

;- -yo op ninny!

tho rH n .ilt.1:11 norwot
01 V;AlION:-; items oi !wage, 0F ia-
stance, at one end might: he items sock
Is "shall/will" and the other end
might he 'items such as "Ho com,-/He
came." Those -items rinkod htghesl in

importance could be those worthy o
practice by Lie elass

Ask students to write telephone seriW
Cor 2 people which involve ns many us-
age choices as possible, OiLto,!d cop-
ies should he mode lor the class, All
writing utensils should be put away,
Each student then 1.8 faced with serlpts
containing usage choices such as tho
following "I didn't do very

,rood/woll
on the test today," Two students are
Sc lected to rend the dialogne on the
phone (teletralner phone or any make-
shift) liLting in the blanks oraliy,
but the class watches, without pencils,
writ:ally making the choices each time,
The some script is practiced several
titues

;I

or this Lind
rc I se ound

i 11 Ha rh r:,et Do j tIc 1 0

Hook :Ind

court, :Ind World,
.1L (19 i YO.
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Student Version

A MATURE ATTITUDE TOWARD USAGE

Language Curriculum VI

Introduction to the Student

Writers and speakers often ask themselves "Should I use this
expression in this particular situation?" or "Is this good English?"
Many writersespecially high school students--seem to have little
confidence in their ability to answer these questions accurately. Some
are afraid to write anything at all, simply because they are afraid ofmaking errors. These same students, on the other hand, show no lack
of confidence in their ability to use language 1y-then they are talking to
friends and family. They actually seem to enjoy using their native
language in these informal situations. Have you ever wondered what
it is that makes a person so afraid of committing errors in writing and
yet permits him to talk for hours without worrying at all about suchthings?

Some people feel that only English teachers (and perhaps a few
other persons) know how to answer questions about correct English.
Somehow, the English teacher is supposed to have had correct English
drilled into him during his university days. Just let an English teacher
approach a group of students (or even adults), and someone is sure to
comment that "We better be careful of what we say. " To consider
"good English" as something only an English teacher knows is, of
course, unrealistic. Such an attitude is based upon a misconception
of what "good English" really is Millions of people all over the world
write and speak good English every day, and only a very small percentage
of them are teachers of English.

What does the term "good English" mean? In the minds of some
people, "good English" is only the Received Standard English spoken
and written by cultivated Englishmen. To these people, nearly all
Americans, Canadians, and Australians speak "bad English. Othersthink that only the English spoken and written by those with a university
education is ' good English. Still others feel that "good English" isthe kind spoken by the influential people in their own community or city.Each of these attitudes indicates that the word "good" is being interpretedin a very narrow sense. Some people even call such attitudes "linguistic
snobbery,

What, then, is "good English"? Is the language of the university-
educated person really the only "good English" spoken and written inour country? Is the word gpod necessarily synonymous with StandardEnglishthe kind of language taught in our schools, spoken and written
by educated people, and used in the important affairs of our country?Or is "good' a term that can apply to other kinds of writing and speaking?Is the following passage "good English"?
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Once or twice of a night we would see a steamboat slipping
along in the dark, and now and then she would belch a while
world of sparks up out of her chimbleys, and they would rain
down in the river and look awful pretty; then she would turn a
corner and her lights would wink out and her pow-wow shut
off and leave the river still again; and by-and-by her waves
would get to us, a long time after she was gone, and joggle
the raft a bit, and after that you wouldn't hear nothing for you
couldn't tell how long, except maybe frogs or something.

There are items in this quotation that mark it as being the language of
an uneducated person: chimbleys, awful pretty, and you wouldn't hear
nothing, for example. But is this language effective in getting across
to the reader a picture of night on the Mississippi and Huck Firm's
feelings about it? Why? Would you like it as much if it had been
written in the way an educated person might speak?

Once or twice a night we would s ee a steamboat a lipping along
in the dark, and now and then she would belch a whole world
of sparks up out of her chimneys, and they would rain down in
the river and look extremely pretty; then she would turn a
corner and her lights would wink out and the noise would dis -
appear and leave the river still again; and after a while her
waves would get to us, a long time after she was gone and rock
the raft a little, and after that you wouldn't hear anything for
a long time, except for the frogs.

You will probably agree that the passage is more effective as Mark
Twain wrote it. If he had written his book in the English of educated
people it probably wouldn't have become the classic it is today because
the language would not have fit the situation nor the characters. In
other words it would not have been appropriate. Perhaps you remember
other scenes from the book which, like the one above, are "good"
English in the sense of "effective, " but which are not Standard English
for Duck's time or our own. Does buck's use of Substandard English
(those dialects which differ from the prestige dialects) mark him as
being unintelligent or morally "bad"? Where did Huck learn his language?
Did he have a choice as to which kind of English he learned as a child?
Since language is learned by every child from his own parents 'and other
associates, it would seem a bit unfair to label Huck as "stupid" or
"bad" simply because he spoke a particular kind of English. Can you
think of an instance where you thought a person spoke effectively even
though he used substandard pronunciations and word forms?

In this unit, from this point onwards, the term "good" English
will mean "effective" English. You will continue to encounter in many
other places, however, the word good used as a synonym for Standard
English. The point that you should understand is this: Language can
be good in any dialect, standard or substandard, if it is appropriate
for the occasion and speaker and if it is effective.

Huck Finn, Chapter X



The word dialect may need definition. A dialect is a variety of a
language which differs from other varieties of the same language in
matters of vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar. Linguists speak
of national (or continental) varieties of English such as British, Australian,
and American, and they speak of regional dialects vi thin these national
dialects. For instance, within the United States there are three main
regional varieties--Northern, Midland, and Southern--which differ
considerably among themselves, although not as much as the regional
dialects of Great Britain do. Divisions within a society--call them social
classes, if you want to--bring about other varieties of language which
are called social dialects. Thais we can speak of Huck Finn's language
as being an American Midland regional dialect and a substandard social
dialect. Within any one of these regional and social dialects. there is
a wide range of differences, especially in the spoken language. Standard
Written English, whether it is written by an educated Englishman or
American, Northerner or Southerner, is very much the same from country
to country and from region to region. This uniformity of Standard Written Eng
lish, especiallythe more formal varieties, is one of the main reasons why
you are taught Standard Written English in school; it can be used over
a wide geographical area and for an infinite number of purposes.

But what about the problem expressed in the opening question:
"Should I use this word in this particular situation?" Even Si you happen
to be a person living, let us say, in the Southern United States and
speaking the standard dialect of that region, it is not always easy to
decide which word or expression is "best" for every speaking or writing
situation. When snaking a speech at a large public gathering; for instance,
is it proper to use expressions such as "who are you asking?" "drive
slow, "it looks like it will rain, " "I want for you to do it. " "different
than, " "the reason . . is because, " or "I cannot help but . . "?
Should any or all of these same expressions be used in an article written
for publication in a literary magazine? Should they be used in a letter
to someone you know quite well? Or are these expressions appropriate
just for informal conversations like those you have at school during
lunchtime? You, the speaker must decide in each case whether the
expression fits the situation or not. If it does fit it can be called "good"
English for that situation. What you want to know, of course, is how to
tell when it fits.

Up to this point, the discussion has implied that you, as a writer or
speaker, want to know what the appropriate expressions are. Just
exactly what is it that makes writers and speakers eager to choose the
appr .priate forms? Have you found out for yourself that the use of
certain "inappropriate" language stirs up an unpleasant reaction in your
audience- at times? What judgments about you are sometimes made,
simply on the basis of the language you use ? Or turn the situation around:
What judgments do you make, for example about a person who says,
"Them childrens ain't herin I? Can you think of examples of how groups
behave toward those who do not Speak "their kind of language"? Why
are you, as a writer or speaker, so concerned with malting the "right"
choices in the use of language? For one thing you are very much aware of
the fact that inappropriate choices of language are marked in red pencil



when they appear in papers written for your English teacher. But what
sorts of reactions does your use of "bad" (inapropriate) English have
upon the people-among whom you live and work and play? These reactions
are far more important to you than any red-pencil comment or grade on
a school writing assignme,nt. Finally, you .might ask yourself whether
these reactions to your use of language are always fair or reasonable.

Let us assume, then, that for several reasons you want to put your
best linguistic foot forward. You want to use language that does not
call attention to itself and represents the best way you can say or write
something. Does this necessarily mean that one kind of language will
do for all situations? A moment's thought will probably convince you
that you change your language to bring it into line with the situation in
which you find yourself. The vocabulary and even the pronunciation
and grammar of the language you use at a school basketball game
differ from the language you use when you answer a question in the clan s-
room or when you write a paper for your English teacher. Your language
varies, and you are usually aware that it does.

What we have been discussing here is usage. It is an important part
of your education, since every time you write or speak you reveal your
knowledge of English usage. This unit is intended to help you determine
what your own attitude toward the problem of usage is. In a way, yuu
are developing your own philosophy of language. This philosophy is
reflected in your responses to questions like 'What is good Iriglish?"
or what expression should I use in this particular situation?'

One distinction which should perhaps be made at this point is the
distinction between grammar and usage., because many people often
confuse the two. Much of your study of language in the last few years
has been concerned with finding out about the structure of the sentences
of your language. You have learned something about the basic parts of
the English sentence and how they are organized. This is a study of
grammar. It involves the kind of descriptive rules Nth ich enable you to
draw a diagram of a sentence. At the very bottom of the diagram you
make lexical choices. And it is at this point that usage is involved. You
know, for example, that every sentence has a noun phrase and a verb
phrase. You might say He and I are going, " where He and I would be
the noun phrase. Someone who speaks a substandard dialect might say
"Him and me are going." His choices for the noun phrase would be
different from yours. But the structure of his sentence and of yours
would be the same. In other words, grammar is concerned with the
whole structure; usage is concerned with choices at a very low level
in the diagram of the sentence.

II. Usage in the High School English Class

During your years in high school, you have probably become familiar
with some kind of English handbook, a manual for writers and speakers.
What sorts of things are found in your handbook under the heading usage ?



Does it include statements about correct and incorrect pronunciation?
Does it include lists of acceptable word forms, along with warnings to
avoid substandard forms like blowed climb, or ain't? Does it also men-
tion groups of words that are to be preferred such as "different from"
"identical with, " and "in regard to"? The items mentioned above
(as well as many other related items) are traditionally what has been
called usage. The English handbook describes those forms that are
acceptable in Standard American English, the dialect spoken and written
by educated and influential people in the various parts of America. This
handbook serves a very important purpose, since one of the major jobs
of the school is to give you some control of the standard dialect, the kind
of language used in carrying on the important affairs of our country.

Many students entering high school have good control of the spoken
standard dialect, but very few have achieved the same degree of skill
with Standard Written English. It is with written English that you
probably need most help. Is the English handbook all that you need
when trying to answer the question, "Should I write this in this particular
situation?" The handbook lists many of the most commonly misused
items of Standard English, but it usually makes no attempt to list all
the standard forms. Similarly, the handbook mentions a few words or
expressions which are substandard, but it makes no attempt to catalogue
all substandard forms. Another available source of information about
usage is, of course, a dictionary. Contrary to what some people say
(for instance, "If it's in the dictionary, it's O. K. "), most dictionaries
do contain both standard and substandard forms. Dictionary makers use
labels such as substandard, nonstandard, obsolete, archaic, slang-
dialect to indicate the restrictions upon the use of words and pronuncia-
tions which are listed along with the standard forms. Thus these labels
give you information about the kinds of speaking and writing situations
where the labeled words are now used. What, for example, do you infer
about those words which are listed without usage labels ? The absence
of a usage label has a signi ricance, also.

But even these two handy references --the handbook and the dictionary
--cannot provide all, the information you need when you are trying to decide
whether or not to use a particular word or expression. You can always
ask the teacher for help if you are writing in class, but you should pro-
bably aim for independence rather than relying upon others to make
judgments for you Let us say, for instance, that you want to know
whether to use toward or towards in an essay assigned in the English
class. A dictionary will probably list both forms as Standard English,
perhaps with some additional information identifying towards as the more
common form in British English. You may choose either form and be
equally "correct." Similarly, both proved and proven are standard
forms in constructions with be or have with the former occurring more
frequently. Choices between two or more standard expressions are not
always made this easily. For example, should you use rett as an
adverb meaning 'moderately, 'somewhat, 'tolerably,' or in some
degree' in your English essay,as in I feel rett mod, His paper was
Hefty bad? Should you use it in conversat cans where Standard English
is expected of you? In this instaneP, you have to distinguish between



what is acceptable in Written Standard and Spoken Standard English and
what is appropriate in formal and informal situations. Pretty, in the
adverbial use defined above, is well established as a part of informal
Standard English. In more formal varieties of writing and speech, this
use of pretty is not common. Based on the evidence given above, is such
a use of pretty appropriate for an English essay? No one else can take
the responsibility of making this judgment, just as no one else is res-
ponsible for the kind of clothes you choose to wear, If your reader or
listener disapproves of your choices, he draws conclusions about you
and your use of English, not about some "authority" who may have
given you advice.

It appears, then, that it is impossible for English teachers to give you
any reference or list of do's and don't's which will always save you the
job of making choices from among the possible ways of saying things,
Making decisions requires the use of judgment, and making decisions
about language is no exception to the rule. Usage problems can be made
to seem less difficult, however., if you look at English usage in a certain
way. First of all, you need to recognize that there is a wide range of
tolerance within the dialect that we call Standard American English. In
other words, it is not an easily defined set of language habits, but a
very complex one. Secondly, you must understand the bases upon which
people make statements about English usage. That is, you should know
how the student of usage goes about trying to decide what is "standard"
and what is not Finally, you need to recognize that the conventions of
language, like other customary behavior, also change wiht the passage
of time. The manners and dress of the 18901s are not in fashion today.
Similarly, the Standard English of Colonial America is not the same as
the Standard English of today. The remainder of this unit deals more
thoroughly with each of these three ideas.

III. Varia tions Within andard American English

Many usage problems will simply not come up if you recognize that
there is not just one kind of Standard English, but several. To say it
another way, two different forms or expressions can both be "right."
The habit of dividing verb forms, spellings.. or pronunciations, for
instance, into two neat piles, the "correct" ones and the "mistakes, "
is a tendency you must resist. You must resist it because it represents
an over-simplification of the actual facts of language usage. The word
above for example, when used as an adjective (the above list) or a noun
the above will indicate), has sometimes been condemned as "bad"

English despite the fact the word is commonly used in legal and business
writing of unquestionable quality. Some members of the "either -or"
school object to all uses of the word dove (past of dive), branding it as an
"error. The fact that dove is the preferred form in the speech of
educated New Englanders seems to have little weight when balanced
against the fact that dived is the most common form in Standard Written
English. Any classification of items of usage containing only two cate-
gories, the right and the wron will obvirnigly be inadequate for des-
cribing the actual facts n English usage,
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If you were to figure out a system of classification that would sort out
and organize the facts of usage, how many categories would you need?
What variations within our standard language would need to be accountedfor? Let us use a branching diagram to represent the different varieties,
What does the following diagram say about the entity we call English?

Enel h

American British Canadian kus ralian others
Whether we are classifying information about usage, grammar, history,
or SD me other aspect of the English language, we must recognize national(or continental) variations. Educated Londoners will prefer the verbEat (en form of get) to the form gotten, He has got a new car. and theyprefer pronunciations like /gedyul/ for schedule and spellings like honoerand colour. However, despite the many differences between British
and American standard dialects4 they are also very much alike, as youcan tell when you read British magazines or hear English statesmen
speaking on television or radio. Eat, because we live in America, we
are especially concerned with distinguishing variations within American--not British or Canadian English.

Variations within what we have called American English require
further subdivision of our national dialect. Does usage (that is, wordforms, pronunciation, etc.) vary from one part of the United States to
another? What illustrations can you think of? The example given earlier;
the en form of dive is a good one. Educated Southerners, among others,say and write dived, not dove. In the Northeast, and in the northern
United States generally, educated people usually say dove but write
dived. South of a line running roughly through New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, and southwestern Pennsylvania, educated people usually
pronounce the word greasy with a /z/ sound, North of thisline, the fz/ pronunciation becomes less common, and finally the pronun-ciation with /s/ becomes the most common one. (What do you say?)
Regional variations like this have led linguists to identify at least three
large dialect areas in the eastern United States: Northern, Midland,
and Southern. Each regional dialect is, of course, made up, of many
sub-varieties, and you should realize that the terms Northern, Midland,
and Southern are simply handy ways of talking about very complex
variations in American English. We can now expand our branching
diagram to account for regional variations:

Northe-fil

Arnridn Others

Midland SdIithorn

You may have noticed that when we refer to the occurrence of certain
pronunciations or verb forms we have used terms ouch as "in the speech
of educated Southerners" or "in the writing of educated Americans."



These qualifications suggest still further subdivisions of American Eng-lish dialects. Do educated people in your region speak and write differ-ently from those who have had less schooling than they or from thosewho belong to other social groups in your community? In large cities,for example, it is clear that the members of some social groups sharea set of language habits that are largely a result of the company these
people keep. That is, people tend to speak and write like those they liveand work with. Linguists call language differences of this kind socialdialects. Although there are obviously more than two social dialectsin most communities, we will identify only (1) Standard, the dialectof those Americans who in general carry on the important affairs of ourcountry, and (2) Substandard, those dialects which differ from that ofthe prestige group defined above. Substandard English, then, is charac-terized by forms like hiss elf, their'n, hain't, clum, and blowed- -wordsthat do not occur in the speech or writing of educated people in any region.Since one of your jobs in school is to learn the standard dialect, we willconcern ourselves with that particular social dialect, even though we knowthat substandard dialects have their own kind of complexity. Our branch-ing diagram can now indicate the variations within any regional dialect:

Northern
,.-

Standird

English

American -Others

Bland MOuthern
Standard Stil3iiandard StLidard Sul--iiitandardSubstandard

Instead of one kind of Standard American English, we now see that thereare at least three. This is not like the situation in Great Britain,' for
instance, where there is just one prestige dialect, the Received Standard
Pronunciation or simply R. F. If you question the existence of more thanone American Standard dialect, think back over the kinds of dialectsspoken by our last five American Presidents: Franklin Roosevelt,
Harry Truman, Dwight Eisenhower, John Kennedy, and Lyndon Johnson.

Exercise 1

Fart A: List any word forms, pronunciations, vocabulary items,
or spellings which distinguish British English from American English.For example, the pronunciation of words like fertile, laboratory, and
fast, vocabulary items such as petrol and lorry, and spellings like cheque,mould, and favour serve to identify British English. The introductory
section of your .dictionary may list such items.

Part B: List any word forms, pronunciations, and vocabulary itemsthat serve to identify regional varieties of American English. The
pronoun form yczii -all (used when speaking to a group) has regional
restrictions, as do the past tense forms of the verb dive. Pronunciationof the words can't, sentence, barn, and greasy and the occurrence of
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words like bucket and pail, branch and brook, or andirons, and fire dogsall show regional variation. Since some of your classmates may know
many more dialect items than you do, it might be better if the classprepared one list together,

Part C: Try to illustrate the variations within American English bymeans of a series of overlapping circles rather than branching diagrams.
For instance, the relationships between British, American, Australian,
and Canadian English could be shown as follows:

1, British English
2. American
3. Australian
. Canadian

The shaded area in the center (I.) could be said to stand for the language
features which all four national dialects have in common. Each one has
some features which none of the others have, and any two of them may
share features which the other two do not have. Your diagram should
have at least three circles to stand for the major regional dialects in
American English,

Other Variations in American En Thus far we have identified
a number of varieties of American English: both standard and sub-
standard varieties of Northern, Midland, and Southern American English
--a total of six different kinds. Nothing has been said about the variations
within the other national dialects of English, although it is clear that
such sub-dialects exist. To return to American English, let us see
whether the possibilities of subdividing these dialects have been exhausted.

No one writes exactly as he speaks. Most people would agree that
this is a valid statement about their use of langaage, An obvious excep-
tion to this generalization is the situation in which a writer is attempting
to reproduce exactly the way a character speaks, as in v,riting a short
story or novel. In most writing and speech, however, you can probably
detect variations in usage that are the result of the author's choice of
medium- -his decision to communicate orally or by means of pencil and
paper. The expression it wasn't me" is a particularly useful illustra-
tion of this difference between written and spoken standards of usage.
Records of what is actually said by educated people from all three dialect
areas in the eastern United States show that me occurs in this expression
more frequently than I, except in New England where the usage is divided.
The occurrence of me and I shows just the opposite pattern in the
writing of educated people. 1 rather than me is used in published
writing, although "It is me" and "It wasn't me" probably occurs
frequently in less formal writing such as personal letters. "He don't
is another example of the difference between the standards of speech and
writing. Records of several investigations show that educated people
in the Middle Atlantic States and the South Atlantic States regularly say
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"He don't" in informal speaking situations. In other regions usage is
divided between "He doesn't" and "He don't. " In writing, however,
the expression "He don't" is rarely used by an educated person, except
in very informal writing" situations like personal correspondence. Both
of these expressions --"It -wasn't me" and "He don't"- -are usually
labeled as substandard in dictionaries without any indication of the
situations where such a label would apply.

If we can agree, for the moment, that within each regional standard
dialect there is a difference between the usage found in speech and that
found in writing, we can add one more level of branthings to our diagram.

Nolithefli

Sta dard

itten Spoken Written Spoken

English

~icon -Others

'Fort:Ahern

Standard Sta dard

Written S en

Note that we have omitted the substandard dialects in each of the regions,
since our primary interest here is with the standard dialects. Ho many
different varieties of Standard American English have been identified?
Suddenly it seems that the term Standard American English represents
a more complex set of language habits than you might have imagined.
But there is one more level of complexity yet to be examined.

By the time you reached high school, you had at your command at
least two- -perhaps more- -kinds of English that you used habitually
when either speaking or writing. If you happen to be a particularly
versatile user of language, you might have had as many as four varieties
at your command. We are not talking here about regional or social
variations, but about variations within the dialect of any individual who
speaks and writes the standard dialect of any region. Let us look at a
few illustrations before we try to name these varieties.

In an elegant hotel, the elevator operator might say to a group of
very important guests, "Please be careful when stepping from the eleva-tor, " Obviously, this represents In most formal kind of speech; he
is trying to display his best' "linguistic manners. " When speaking to
ordinary guests of the hotel, he might say, "Watch your step when you
get out of the elevator." The same person might say to someone he
has known for a long time, "Look out there, Jacle Don't trip." As the
familiarity with the audience increases, the formality of the language
decreases., Like other kinds of etiquette, linguistic etiquette varies
with the situation.

You can probably think of times when you noticed that your own
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language changed with the formality or informality of the situation. Letus say that you are helping your parents entertain guests at your home.
It is your job to answer the door and help the guests with their coats
and hats, When the president of the company that employs your fatherarrives, for example, you might say to him, "May I help you with yourcoat and hat, Mr. ?" A little later, a less imposing person--
a neighbor- -arrives. You feel a bit more at ease around him, since you
have seen him before, but you are far from being a close friend of his.
You might say to him, "Can I take your coat for you. Mr.
Notice the shift from the very formal may to the less formal can. Next,
your uncle Harry arrives. T With him you feel very much at ease. Youmight say to him, "Let me take your coat for you, Harry." A little
later, your best pal from school arrives (without his parents), and you
say, 'How about your coat?" You have sensed that each situation calls
for a slightly different kind of language, and your guests more than likely
feel properly greeted. Your pal would have sensed somethvirrong, or atleast strained, if you had g :oeted him with "May I help you with your
coat?" Sireilarlyy your father's employer might have drawn some
uncomplimentary conclusions about you and your parents if you had said
to him, "How about your coat?"

The same sort of adjustments take place in your writing. The formal
statement often found in some correspondence, "Your attention in this
matter is sincerly appreciated, " has no place in a note to a close friend
or a menber of your own family. A statement like "Thanks for helping
me out" would be far more appropriate. Notice that you do not shift
your dialect from standard to substandard (from good to bad, in the view
of some people), but you simply use another variety of Standard English.
Educated people do not, as some handbooks seem to suggest, go around
talking or writing the same way in all situations. Like the versatile
person in any activity, linguistically versatile persons "shift gears"
and use the kind of language that is most suitable for the thing they are
trying to say and for the audience they are trying to reach.

The different styles of English h4ve been identified and named by
one American linguist, Martin Rios.' Joos's filNI "clocks" --as he
calls different styles of languageare (1) frozen, (2) formal, (3) con-
sultative, (4) casual, and (5) intimate. The latter four are the ones you
will try to identify. Formal style is the one used for public addresses,
for published writing, for lectures, It is the style used by the President
of the United States for example when he makes his inaugural address.
You probably make little use of this style except in certain kinds of

Martin Joos, The Five loci s _(Bloomington, Indiana, 1962).

(a)Frozen style is the style of good literature; it bears rereading,
rethinking, and refeeling. However, literary style is not relevant to
the discussion at this point.
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writing. Consultative style is a kind of middle ground; it is the one
used habitually with strangers, that is, in situations where the speaker
and listener(s) know little about each other. The speaker has to provide
background information as he goes along, since the listener is an out-
sider. Casual style, on the other hand, lets the listener know that he
is an insider. The speaker uses slang and shortened expressions that
his friends are familiar with, and he assumes that little or no background
information needs to be supplied. The last style, the one labeled inti-
mate, is the kind of language we use in the privacy of our own homes
among those who know us best: our brothers and sisters, our parents,
our very closest associates. Intimate style, which may seem especially
brief and almost incomprehensible to an outsider, does not deal with
public information. The speaker trims his utterances down to the bare
bones. Since we use intimate style only with those we know hest, we
assume the listener will be able to make sense out of expressions like
"Nuts,'" "Cold, " and so forth. The last three styles are seen in the
following variations of the consultative expression, "Are you ready to
leave?"

Casual style "Ready to go?"

Intimate style -- "Ready?"

To which style (or styles) would you assign each of the following?

(a) What would you like to eat?
(b) What do you want to eat?
(c) What can I fix for you?
(d) Fix something for you?
(e) What do you wish to eat?
(f) What do you desire for lunch?

You would probably agree that (e) and (f) are too formal for use In your
own home among members of the family. Servants and waiters often
use the more formal styles, since serving the public demands a certain
formality, at least in the more elegant restaurants. Questions (a) -- (d)
represent varying levels of informality. Can you think of other variations
of this question? Which styles do you find in the following groups of
sentences?

(a) Go to the nearest exit!
(b) Get out!
(c) Please leave immediately!
(c1) Peat it!
(e) Scram!
(1) Go on!

(a) Can help you?
(b) Want some help?
(c) Help you?
(d) May I help you?
(e) May I serve you?
(f) Want something?

It is not likely that you will agree exactly with your classmates' classifi-
cation of these items, but the differences in judgment will probably not
be extreme. The biggest problem will be distinguishing between casual
and intimate styles.
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If we add this last set of variations to our branching diagram
will look something like this:

English

A marl. cail --Others

Northern Midland

Standard

W (ten Spok7 1

Cons ConsulLtiv
Forthal For al

Casua Casua
Intimate

Standard

Thuthern

Standard

oken Writ n Sioken
//1

How many different kinds of Standard American English are classified
in this diagram? Is it likely that there is a lot of overlap among these
varieties? In other words, is it likely that a particular expression would
occur in several of these final subdivisions? John Kennedy_ 's statement,
"We must never negotiate out of fear. But we must never fear to nego-
tiate, " would probably be appropriate in formal writing anywhere in
the United States, but his actual pronunciation of this sentence would be
restricted to formal or consultative Northern American speech. A
statement such as "School bugs me" could be assigned to the casual
writing of people living anywhere in the United States, but the actual
pronunciation of it might limit it to one region or another,

Selecting from among the many kinds of Standard American English
is the problem of the writer and speaker. Knowing-something about
usage is knowing when to use one expression and not another. What is
involved in choosing between expressions like "Those are his" and
"Them is his'n "? Obviously the latter is not characteristic of Standard
American English in any region. Such choices are matters of usage;
however, they involve not choices from among possible standard varia-
tions, but choices between standard and substandard forms. You may
want to use substandard forms for a particular effect in some situations,
but you should do so knowingly, For instance, you might use ain't when
speaking in a situation normally calling for Standard English if you want
to get a laugh or if you want to affect a "folksy" manner, Political
leaders sometimes intentionally use substandard dialects when campaign-
ing in certain parts of their home districts, since Standard English would
seem out of place there. The individual is using his linguistic versatility
here for his own ends, and there seems to be evidence that such use of
language pays off. Can you think of others who use their versatility in
language as a means of making a living or "getting ahead"? Do some
television comedians fall into this category?
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This discussion of varieties of American English has been aimed
at making one point very clear: the range of tolerance within Standard
American English is much broader than the "right-or-wrong" philosophy
of language suggests, This range of tolerance includes, for example,
the casual Southern expression "How are you as well as the formal
language of "The Ambassador requests that you reply by letter."
Educated Americans speak and write in a variety of dialects and styles;
they do not have a single standard to which they all must gear their
speech and writing. As a student living within a particular region, you
should know the range of possibilities within your Own regional standard
--all the way from the informal speech which you learned very early to
the more formal written styles which are more difficult to learn.

Exercise 2

Assign the following list of expressions to a particular style or styles.
That is, indicate by a check ( V ) the styles in which the following expres-
sions would be acceptable (or standard) in your own region of the United
States. If you feel that the expression is not acceptable in any of the
Standard styles (that is, educated people do not say or write it) put a
check ( v' ) in the right-hand column labeled substandard, As an illustra-
tion of what you are exprected to do, the first three items have been
marked according to the judgment of a resident of the Pacific Northwest.
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1. Him and me did the work.
2. The boys dove into the pool.
3. The ship drifted towards the rocks.
4. He acts like a judge.
5. All the farther he got was Second Avenue.
6. He went pretty far for an amateur.
7. It wasn't her.
8. The officer said it to us boys.
9. We was just going home.

10. They claimed I was late, while actually I had arrived before opening
time.

11. I want to more than make up for my mistakes.
12. They always eat boughten bread.
13. He would never behave like the others did.
14. He does it different than 'I do.
15. 'They simply didn't take care of theirselves,
16. The reason I left school was because I didn't have enough money.
17. The teachers objected to me being sent home,
18. They plan to pick up Bill and myself t the station.
19. I suspicion that everything is all right.
20. They did not like his going along.
21. Who did you invite to your party.
22, No one could determine for whom they were 100 g.
23. Everyone brought their own lunch,
24. The data is still being processed.
25. He ( euldn't hardly breathe in the smol:e.
25. Neither the paper nor the ink were s tisfactory.
27. He don't like to work.
28. They never found the one 112 had given it to.
29. Drive slow!
30. There were less people I ere this 'r
31. You had better come ba:.1: late
32. None of the girls wanted be her.
33. Everyone felt badly after .;he race was over.
34. No one knows if he has gone home or not.
35. I'm right, ain't I?
36. If we are not careful, the grass is liable to cover the flowers.
37. My typewriter is as good, if not better than yours.
38. I only asked him to leave.
39. Swollen by the heavy rains, the workman could not move the logs.
40. You have got to get going before dawn.
41. The broom was in back of the door.
42. No one will ever know but what she was innocent.
43. The soldiers laid down and slept.
44. When you go to Washington D. G. , you are always surprised by its size.
45, Due to Jim's error, the game was lost.
46. Some parents do not raise their children properly.
47. They live further eas... than I do.
48. Can I leave before the bell rings today?
49. None of the soldiers was hurt by the blas t.
50. If I was you, I would ask for a transfer.
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Changes in Standards of Usage

Would it be possible for someone to write a complete description ofStandard English usage that would serve for all time to come? Why? orwhy not? What facts do you know about language which required you toanswer that question in the way you did? Which of the following expres-sions would you accept as appropriate English for an essay you are writingin your English class ?

"Thou art not for the fashion of these times.
"Nay, I care not for their names. . .""Call me not fool till heaven bath sent me a fortune tt

As you probably guessed, these are quotations from a Shakespeareanplay (As You Like It) written in approximately 1600, What words orexpressions make these sentences unacceptable English for today?
If you object to the above sentences on the grounds that they werewritten by an Englishman, not an American, you should recall that thefirst English colonies in America had not been established by 1600. Thefollowing quotation is from Captain John Smith's "A Description ofNew England" written in 1616. (The spelling has been modernized so youcan read the passage more easily.)

For gentlemen, what exercise should more delight themthan ranging daily those unknown parts, using fowling and
fishing for hunting and hawking? And yet you shall see thewild hawks give you some pleat re in seeing them stoop, sixor seven after one another, an hour or two together at theschools of fish in the fair harbors, as those ashore at a fowl,And never trouble nor torment yourselves with watching,
mewing, feeding, and attending them; nor kill horse and
man with running and crying, See you not a hawk? For
hunting also, the woods, lakes, and rivers afford not only
chase sufficient for any that delights in that kind of toil
or pleasure, but such beasts to hunt that, besides the delicacyof their bodies for food, their skins are so rich as may wellrecompense thy daily labor with a captain's pay.

Is this language like that found in Shakespeare's plays? Note the formthe question, "See you not a hawk?" If you were to read more of thewriting of Elizab ethan England and early colonial America, you wouldsoon conclude that the English used in both places is very nearly thesame.

English, transplanted to America, did not remain the same, however.The following quotation from the journal of Sarah Eemble Knight, anAmerican-born woman who taught school in Eoston was written nearlya hundred years later (1704) than Captain Smith's 'Description" andshows that usage does change. (Here we have kept the original spelling.)



In about an how'r, or something more, after we left the Swamp,
we come to Billinges, where I was to Lodg, My Guide dismounted
and very Complasantly helpft me down and shewd the door, signing
to me with his hand to Go in; which I Gladly did--But had not
gone many steps into the Room, ere I was Interogated by a young
Lady I understood afterwards was the Eldest daughter of the
family, with these, or words to this purpose, (viz. ) Law for rnee
- -what in the world brings You here at this time a night? --I
never see a woman on the Rode so Dreadfull late, in all tl days
of my versall life. Who are You? Where are You going?

Language changes with the passage of time; the standards of one
period are not necessarily the standards of succeeding ones. You can
hardly hope to convince someone that he should use the pronouns thee
and thou (in speaking to one person) just because they were the proper
forms at some earlier time. Educated Americans simply do not go
around saying or writing thou or thee (except within. the Society of Friends,
the "Quakers"). The modern pronoun is, of course, you. If you
recognize and accept the fact that language does change, then you must
also accept the fact that standards of usage undergo change. Any des-
cription of English usage which is not periodically "brought up to date"
cannot provide you with the facts you need. Part of every writer's job
is determining what the facts of usage are for his own time and for his
own region. No reference book will ever be written that can relieve
him of this task completely.

V. Bases for Judgments about Usage

The purpose of Exercise 2 was to drive home the point that decisions
about what is and what is not Standard English usage are often difficult
to make. The "right-or-wrong" philosophy may simplify your problems
in one way, but it does not accurately reflect the facts of usage. Simple
solutions are not always the best ones, especially when they are based
upon little or no evidence or upon irrelevant criteria. To what authority
can you appeal when a problem of usage comes up in your writing or
speaIdng? What criteria can be applied in decisions which involve
language usage? In other words, where do the rules of usage come
from? First let us look at some of the ways language usage has been
justified in the past.

The laws of logic and Frammar. What assumptions underlie state-
ments like the following: It is incorrect to say 'It wasn't me' because
the laws of logic demand that the pronouns before and after 'be' have the
same number and case." Is language necessarily logical? What does
'logical' mean? You may also have heard the statement that "He doesn't
trust nobody" really means "He trusts somebody" t, J cause two negativeL
make a positive. In both instances the "laws of logic" are being used

Sarah Kimble Knight, The Journal cif MadamKrfight (The
for October 2, 1704).



to condemn expressions which are "incorrect" in certain situations.
Must we also judge French as being illogical because Frenchmen say
the equivalent of "It is me" (:2'est moil and use "double negatives"
( "Je ne sais oas")? The Hungarian who says the equivalent of "five
tree'i-ather than the more "logical" expression "five trees" will
probably not be impressed by your claim that his language is illogical.
Language and logic are not the same thing. It is doubtful that any language
has ever been completely logical, and even those that claim that language
must follow the laws of logic would probably disagree as to what "logical"
means.

Another group of scholars often claims that certain English expres-
sions "split infinitives" ("to quickly leave"), for exampleare wrong
because they violate the rules of grammar. Usually they support their
argument with examples from Latin, pointing out how the "incorrect"
English expression violates the rules of Latin grammar. It is easy to
see why the Latinist would insist that infinitives (verb forms like to
carry, to love etc. ) should not be "split. " In Latin, the infinitive
forms of the verb are single words: otp-e 'to carry' and arnare 'to
love.' Since the re suffix of Latin and the word to in English serve
similar functions, it might also seem to follow that their use should
be governed by the same set of rules. Thus, having modifiers between
the infinitive and its marker (to easily carry or to really love) is clearly
ungrammatical in Latin. But is it reasonable to make judgments about
usage in one language in terms of the rules of another language? Your
own study of English grammar should have shown you that language is
the basis for writing rules of grammar, not the other way around. The
rules of English grammar are not the same as the rules of Latin grammar,
The rules of English grammar arise out of a study of the regularities
underlying the structure of English sentences. Attempts to set down
"laws of English usage" on the basis of logic or of Latin grammar
deny much of what modern science Is told us about the nature of language.

Tudgments of authorities At one time it was fashionable to follow
th,. dictaces of self-appointed "authorities" who somehow knew what the
"right" forms of English were. In recent years .--ach dictators in the
area of usage have had less influence. The scientific study cf language
has shown that dogmatic statements about what is "good" and "bad"
usage have no more claim to being true than any opinions
have. For example, some authorities have labeled split infinitives as
"illiterate" or simply "bad usage." Expressions like "to fully under-
stand, " "to patiently wait, " "to completely examine, " "to strongly
favor, " and "to actually learn" fall into this category of "bad" English.
Yet we find such split infinitives in the writing of educated Americans
and Englishmen at all stages of our history. A dogmatic statement such
as "It is incorrect to place a modifier between the to and its following
infinitiveiTh something less than accurate. A more reasonable state-
ment about the spli:ing of infinitives would recognize that such choices
are a matter of style, not a matter of absolute right or wrong. The
general tendency is not to split them, but under some conditions the
split infinitive is desirable.

Of course, there are scholars who qualify as real "authorities" on
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matters of usage. They differ iz one very important way from the "self-appointed authorities" rentio ed above. The genuine authority is astudent of usagethat is, ono. i ho made a thorough analysis of whatis actually said and written hs membe_s of the various social groupswhich make up our society. Or he basis of his analysis, he makesstatements about where and whoa certain debated usages are actuallybeing used. Be reports not only ivho uses them but also under whatconditions they are used. These statements are not just personalopinions; they are facts which can be verified by others who analyze thesame data, And the authority offers them not as a rule that peoplemust follow, but samples of an accurate description of what people dosay and write. The other kind of "authorities' on usage will, more thanlikely continue to voice their opinions about words and expressions whichplease or displease them, s,nci to insist that they are "right" and "wrong";and people will remain re to follow their advice. But such statementsabout good and bad usage must be recognized for what they are: personalopinions which cannot be proved true any more than a statement like"Apple pie is good" can be proved true.

The actual usaae of writers and a eakers. If logic, the laws ofgrammar, and the opinions of certain authorities cannot be counted uponto settle your problems of usage, where can the writer or speaker turnfor help? The answer sounds almost too simple. It is this examinethe facts of usage. That is, look at what is written and listen to whatis actually said by various kinds of people. Then choose from amongthose possibilities the forms and expressions that you feel suit yourpurpose best. Let us set up a hypothetical situation to see if it is possible.to follow such advice. You are writing an essay for an English assignment,and you notice that you have written the following sentence: "The purposeof the advertisement was to better inform careful buyers." The wordbet-ter separates to from inform clear violation of the "rule" aboutsplit infinitives metnioned above. Should you rewrite the sentence orleave it as it is? First try to rewrite it in a way that will keep thesame meaning and will not seem awkward. If you cannot do this, whatare the dangers of leaving it with the infinitive split? Do you think thatyour meaning is clear to the reader? Does the sentence sound awkward?Next, try to find out the facts about split infinitives.
One recently published L Jok which reports the facts of English usage,Margaret Bryant's current American_ Usage (New York, 1962), givesthe following summary under the entry SPLIT INFINITIVE:

Summary: The split infinitive ('to openly examine,' 'to fullyexpress') occurs more commonly in standard informal writing than informal writing. Whether to avoid or to use this construction is amatter of style, A split infinitive may eliminate awkwardness or-ambiguity or add emphasis or clarity. On the other hand, it isadvisable not to place too many words between to and the infinitiveas in planned to, after consulting my friend, buy one.' The resultis awkwardness.

In view of such a summary, what are you towhich includes the phrase "to better inform about your problem sentence
Which solution prevents



awkwardness? Wnen you have made your decision, see whether your
classmates agree with it.

For problems like the one discussed above, you have no better
"authority" than the actual usage of educated people who write and speak
English. But obviously you cannot make a detailed analysis of every
point of usage that comes up in your writing. Efficiency demands that
you settle these problems quickly. Good reference books are at least
part of the answer to the problems of usage. Lexicographers and other
students of language examine the forms, expressions, and pronunciations
of various social groups and report, for instance, which forms or
expressions are (or are not) used by the members of these groups.
Note that these students of usage do not have the same job as the person
who writes a grammar of a particular dialect. The grammarian examines
the language and tries to specify the rules which are necessary to account
for the sentences of that language. He must go to the student of usage
to find out which forms occur in the dialect he has chosen to study. If
he is writing a grammar of Standard American English, for example,
he must consult the usage experts to find out which forms he must specify
in his grammar. The student of usage, then, reports his findings in
reference books such as dictionaries, writers' guides, and usage hand-
books. I there a dictionary of usage in your classroom or school
library? Another good source of information about usage is an up-
to-date English handbook.

More than likely, your dictionary is the first reference yo" go to
when faced with a problem of age. What sorts of usage label does
your classroom dictionary use ? Make certain that you know what these
labels stand fe- What does the label Colloquial (often Colloq, ) mean,
for instance, when it is attached to a word in your dictionary or handbook'
Look at the introductory section of your dictionary and make certain that
you are interpreting this label in the way it was intended to be interpreted,
The most recently published unabridged dictionary, Webster's Third New
International Dictionary, does not use the word Colloquial as a usage labe7
at all. Very often in the past the label has been misinterpreted to mean
"substandard" or some kind of "localism. " The label is most often
used, of course, to indicate that the particular word or expression is
characteristic of speech, not writing. Most of the entries in your
dictionary have no usage labels at all. What do you infer from the fact
that a word has no usage label? Does it mean that the word is acceptable
in Standard English?

The final source of information about usage is your own power of
observation. Hearing good models of speech and reading much good
writing will go a long way toward giving you a sense of what is and what
is not acceptable in various situations. Each writer and speaker should
become a close observer of usage if he hopes to develop good judgment in

Two of the better ones are Current American Usage by Margaret
Bryant (New York, 1962) and A Dictionary of Contemporary American
Usage by Bergen Evans and Cornelia Evans (New York, 1957).



matters of language choice. This is the hardest job of all, and yet itmay be the most enjoyable, also. Mere is a certain satisfaction that
comes with knowing the facts of usatse; confidence in your own judgment
may make your writing an :1 speald.ng more a pleasure than a pain.
Exercise 3.

Make a list of those expressions in Exercise 2 which caused mostdifficulty for you and most disagreement among your classmates inassigning the expressions to a particular category. Choose oneexpression from this list that interests you most, and then locate
as much information as you can find about that expression. Try to
use several sources such as a dictionary, a handbook of English,a dictionary of usage, and personal observations. For instance, ifthe word or expression has a usage label attached to it, identify the
label and define what the label means. Quote statements from
handbook:, and usage guides that specify where th expression occursand where'it does not occur, In other words, find out what restrict-
ions there are upon its usage. Finally, find out how, where, and bywhom it is used in your own community. You should record infor-
mation such as (1) the kind of person who used it (that is, a teenager,
an old man, etc.), (2) the educational level of the person, (3) the
situation in which it was said or written, . and (4) the occupation ofthe speaker.

After 3 _al have gathered your facts, write a summary about thestatus of the expression you chose to study. Explain when and whereyou would use it confidently in writing or speech. Note any contra-dictions iu the sources you used. Make certain that your summeryy doesnot contain moral judgments about the "goodness" or "badness'of the expression. Your report should contain verifiable facts aboutits actual use, restrictions on its use, taboos; and so forth. Your
teacher may want you to hand in the Eurnmary, or ask you to giVe ashort talk summarizing your findings. The information you and
your classmates gather could serve as a kind of usage manual foryour class.

a acte Les of a Mature Attitude Toward Usage

If a per son adopts a philosophy of language like the one we have beendescribing, how will he answer the questions asked at the very beginning
of the discussion? The questions were "Should I use this expression
in this particular situation`)" and "Is this good (s effective) English?"
First of all, he will recognize that there are no simple answers to thesetwo questions. Each usage.problem that comes up must be settled separa-tely, according to the facts of actual usage. This much we can say about
the mature person's solutions to problems ef usage: His decisions willbe characterized by (1) reeognit4.on of the complexity and rang_ e of toler-ance within Standard American .2nglish, (2) knowledge of the facts ofEnglish use ee (especeally the debated points), and (3) acceptance of theresponsibiliiy to be his own arbiter in matters of usage.
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The linguistically sophisticated person sees Standard AmericanEnglish as a broad range of differing practices that need to be sorted outinto several general categories which overlap one another. He makes hischoices in accordance with the situation- -that is, in accordance with hissubject, his audience, and his purpose in speaking or writing. He knowswhich forms and expressions are permissible within the range of StandardAmerican English, and he selects from among these poseibilities whenthe situation requires that he use Standard English. But he does notequate Substandard English (that is, the dialects which differ in someways from the prestige dialect in a particular region) with "bad"English, and assign some moral or intellectual superiority to the standardor prestige dialect. He recognizes that, linguistically speaking, clop isas "good' as climbed, but he also knows that educated and influentialmembers of social groups within his society use the latter, not the former.He knows that it is possible to communicate effectively in substandarddialects (witness Huck's success), but he recognizes the wider usefulnessof Standard Written English, since there are fewer regional and nationaldifferences within this dialect. Finally, he knows and accepts the ideathat, even though he can get facts about usage from many sources, ulti-mately he must decide for himself what forms he will use. His successas a speaker or writer depends upon the soundness of his judgment inmaking these choices.

Exercise 4.

Part A: Write an extended definition of "good English." Do notdefine the word good as being synonymous with standard. Include example:to illustrate points that may seem unclear.

Part 13: Criticize the following definition of "good English" which istaken from a book about English usage: "Good English is that form ofspeech which is appropriate to the purpose of the speaker, true to thelanguage as it is, and comfortable to speaker and listener. It is theproduct of custom, neither cramped by rule nor freed from all restraint;it is never fixed, but changes with the organic life of the language. "5 Isthis definition in agreement with the philosophy of language we have beendiscussing ? Does this definition include both standard and substandarddialects ? In your opinion, what is good (or bad) about this definition?
Part C: The subject of usage is a major problem of the lexicographer,the one who makes dictionaries. After the publication of 'Webster's ThirdNew International Dictionary in 1931, the role of the dictionary in mattersof usage was .etly debated, One group called upon the dictionary writerto determine what the proper uses of words should be; the other groupclaimed that "lexicographers do not form language, but simply registerit. " If you agree with the philosophy stated in this unit, which side wouldyou be on in this debate? Finally, write a brief paragraph giving yourreasons for being on one side of the issue or the other.

-Rober Pooley, Teace-,no. English Usage (Apple _n-Cen y-CroftNew York, 1946), p. 14.
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a. a time pericd specified for rending skills instruction within the

L.A./S.S. class.
b. to meet needs as identified in #1.
C. use 'of materials appropriate to the needs and readability levels

of the class.
U. the writing of materials for use in the L.A./S.S. classroom when

not otlwrwise available.
3. The reading teacher-coordinator can assist the L.A./S.S. teacher in

implementation of:
a. rouping techniques in instruction.
Ii, dual teaching in the L,A.;5.5. class when the classroom teacher

deems it desirable..
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thrte-hour block.

3. Student groups move e:ich t week period. All students move throug,h 1he com-
,

It' ii cycle of skills during the yunr.
h. Student groups contnining stndents with extreme reucling nceds uri= much

Thosy group sturt with illy telcher-coordiuutor lor
extended dingnois through informul rending invontorics. etc. Recommendution,
h.lsed on S I I evidence found, ure pinced in (112h indivi,41J1's folders.
(rolder, sri' kept fnr if I r-;Luitli-iitn; (rod these foldurs loilow them throughliit
the -eur.)
2 iutoriril progi vfl i set tip for 7t Ii grude stuld(uts who ure recommended 1-v
11n ir 1:,!-;!;r001fl to,;eher hec;uktc 01 extreme re0ding needs. Ninth grudy
with histories 01 re;tding deficicneres volunteer is tutors for Ouse ,itndents.

rc,=diny, tenchei-cnordinidor t(inlers siid coun5tel with hi' h tntors situ
stml,nts Iii pkinning contout rind
All ninth grudo students nre involved t-or 4 wyvks dui- inv- the school yenr
,one we-k yoch tionrtur) in n Rending Skills :orkshop. After Lukinv u
01.0l,nost I rvi-tt ol rendin skills, unch student selects the skill Iii' wishes
Li improve dnd works with mdteLinls to nccomplish rhis. lie tnkcs ';
evninntion Lest when he 'eels he Iris improvcd. The L. A. rind rendinv ten,di=n
coordinutor ;ire resource people for this skills progrum.
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HI, I It I. 111h:

H H". I lrur! I itt ii V.H.1; wit 11.1,-1) . t un
in iii h rridi. tHe IA . en. Icr. t h deve otornail o I end lie.

:t o si mien( s. In ;Mc t';Htt.'!; :; 1 tic 1 I I '';;; ;

kllgt-115.
'-=q111;!' 11;11 In t t. tee ictitilu c mit
Iwo rending 1:11101,t-ry oeriods r pihrh grndJ.

corn, !rem their L.A./1..S. Etu te the!!
.-flu 'lir needs. The 8th gctlors in Clio elective L1 veil the

I torn I; ilending lint when rhev enter the class and when the,: lenge.
it reading tuoeher=uoordinator re:Iches one 9th crude elective readimJ el:-;

Thi ; geared largely to interpretive reading and NI:-;(1 speech.
LJ. The reading reacher -coordinaror keepJ! the Inhorarory open or all 7rh, 1-4h

and '..-111 grade science students who wnni t o crime in and ge spec:int help
it ii skills needed in reading NCICHCc. This could he py,ponded to incindp

rp:Iding needed in onv content urea,

The ronding teacher-coordinator is avail:1bl° to Jemon:-Irrote lessons tor
content renchers when they request it

7 The rending reacher-coordinator makes herself ovoiloble for constiltation
ci I 1 a'chers on an informnl basis (ovel-cofloc in the Hull room:1Jnrc.1,.,,
to this way she CNI1 holp them develop techniques lor rending ill cOntent

WUit us give odvice for students with reading problems.

PROCRAN

I. (lutes !lending Survey ore administered to :11 I 7th nnd 8th graders. Those
rests are administered by Lice reading teacher-soordinator during o portion
of the three-period block.
7th and 8th graders needing special instruction were recommended by rhp Lenchor,
of ter being indentified from the Cotes Reading Survey rest and observition.
These studenrs go to reading from their LA /SS sections,

1. The rending teacher-coordinator plans a program of specific skills and go
to he emphasized, dependent upon arms f needs most typical or the studJAits
ossigned to each group, The length of the class duration is not prederermined.
11 srndents should show mastery of skill or the end of three weeks, rhor class
worth end. ..(1ditionnl classes are scheduled for new students, is needed, to
Over comprehension and all basic skills.

4. Students may also lect to take one of these elasse.
Narerials have been developed to provide for throe levels of instruction in
the abe'..e reading closses. Corrective materials are ov-ilable for those
students who are n year or more below grade level. Developmental materials
are dc.aigned Cor students who need reinforcemaq Hi ,kills. tclvinced
materiaIn ore avoilabte For those who wont to :we-, '_fieiont renders.
Ninth graders may elect a full ve'r of ii din. I two periods
n work are duvored to fret reading. Srucl:: rlibir own
mnrerials For this.
Inching machines such on Controlled Rer!dor, Tch-o-Clocr, Shadow Scope
and koreomoLor nod other devices designed to improve the it' mechanical hub Its.
are available for students' use.
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:'!'`Ji I hem 0

nu) groupt; and deve lop
em. I HI ,

di;i10'1%tle Nett-lean N.np,,or and the
girls. Pl'asiss the emotions and
leelingu they :1. I. i'eeelop iicI
make t hem

responsibilii\ is to reallY
cnpt tire these in their d

while these di;iloglicn are hoine
mimeolaphod, students honid
rt ad utories with gre.it
emotional 'impact and list worih;
which caused the emotion. Thev
might even uubstiluto word
which would have caused Ii differ
ent emotion. (This could he done
in H,vntIP or individually.)
They might List words which ;irouse
sense imagott ill seeing, hearing,
feeling, ct.c., words that appeal
to mob psychology, words Chat
deopen the sense of tragedy.
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Player,' Against the 0ddr
Mainstrio :';oCI,

The Nridg,e 'it PunLirk,
venni--; Ifonnd, Iron the
Nc:Iding Incentive Styles,
McCr,iw Hill

Gregory, Pick, "We Al
Poor , .lust P.roke,

C;ot A !ame, Holt
Series

hampion's on
15 II Way of Fooling.

C:ltcwav
Series.

Puck, Pearl, "The Crill,
rvisic Rading, Lippincott.
Vecdnm and It

tontIis Altoat," jligL-
wovs, Scoff Forcsman.
Nyrd, Nichard, E. "Al on,"
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1.?0,ds make dilfer-
ence in understanding
differences in pooploo.

!,.

ate RI HR nc1 mudeuts ;Ind
t nn,, v-,e I lie el et

PHIned by use ol pnrticul(r in

Teneher ent-oorJges, students to
mnke hypothesis regnrding: ettetn

kvorik cit EiiItid; ;!ntl

ov,- 01 nrgots, undortnudinv.
01 r=ni I nd prell Ntts nd

importance of s-Pi.e of a peron's
vocnhulnry. TI c ..,equclit'tt in wit ich

the Following concepts will he
tnught rail he determined hv this
discussion

have students think up two hypo-
thetieal charncturs and write a
conversation between them. Those
Will he mimeographed and distrib-
uted. Students than Will try to
characteri%e the speakers. Tencher
may suggest some material For them
to read so they con have models for
this.

St' et iOns Iiiit I.

will eller e3cellent
nNomulcs, or .1nv story i. h

good chnroctCri:',Nlitm .111,1

dialogue.

tmeclal vocabularies A selection should he read together Blair, lb alter, M- 0,
nre used 1 or specin that is rich in "drgots another one PitA8hurp,h
Li- asons. that is very definitely subject Larcter Than !Ale, Molt

oriented etc.-, so the students con impnet,ierius.
get the idea of various kinds of World's Best II!!Ildocr,
special vocabularies. Full Slued .Ahead, Re:sling
Students could then work individ- incentivc Lehster
nallv or in groups to read and Division-McGraw Pill
compile special vocabularies under Rield, Thc1w, .1Htkic
categories of their choice. They Robinson Tliev Were rs
should be introduced to argots. Merrill Mniustrenm Series.
The'-' might make up worksheets of "hoet or 1");In

words and categories and have them Odds, Merrill t.1;iinstrenm
mimeographed and the class will Series
match them. They might write words S. Fxupery, Antoine, The
of each category on colored tagboard Elomcnts," Basic ulin

cards, each category being placed on J L. Lippencotr.
o different 'color. These words then ilcuMan, William, 'Bull Pen
could be snved to use for spelling, Catcher,' 0 )en Hithwnvs
testing, etc. Scott, Foresman-
"Pecos Bill," might be read on the 'Test #I08," -They
Controlled Reader and argot words First," Merrill Mainstream
deducted. Or the record "Pecos Bill Series.

His Bouncing Bride" (a Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, Inc. film to go
with Lar er Than Life.)
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,:irpf,trnctinif34, conetetc releren

and ditierenues between deScrIntion
iii i!Idgment.

luh2i11:!--; I 01 I kid to tto 1s
co I Or words 1.11,11 n mood
rind the mood they sugittn41. tInve

students bring nds LluiL enntnin f ;ten 3.! pei-pIlpntn

gon '.:-:;imp oi words that :ire "it!,! !tt.! 1 1 ttorp -!tlit I Iti!

I' ;Jr f:-!1 k,;UMk'd Lo bring ;Ibout specific
counetnti toils- . . .ons. 1:Z o

t pp;

Student could compiic n list ol "A 11. it ef,a!-

word:I that hnve special signili: nc.: holt imp.n.t

Lo theM ns nn tor their ;,tanr,

country, eLc. They could compile cirf.le of Pir.-ia(11,--_,

these lists their reading or
their own nersonnl hnckground. 31

rick!,
Students particularly adopt might 01 II stietm, Itrusi t

he asked to compile n I 151 similnr vore.gfinn,

to "T um prnctieal; yoU
he is tricky."

Some students might want to propore
n worksheet contnining two columns.
The first column. would contnin n
list of words or phroses. The
second column would be left hInnk
rind rho members of rho elnss would
fill in their intorpretntion oi rho
word.

Ask students to decide on n very
simple command. As if they nre
all very cle- ns to what they
want you to do. Write the .ermimand

on the hoard, so every ono crin see
it Teacher then proceeds to d'6vise
as ninny mistakes is possible in

carrying out their command, such
ns using zig zag lines, drawing
on board with poncil-etc
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nsig,timents., Uove pupils report on:
common quarrels that they have
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In volunteers to dramoti%e the
incidents; thee nsk them to repent
their dromatiation using the some
circumstonces, but changing Lhe
innguage so chit a quarrel may he

avoided. Oiseus the role of
Itinguflp,0 in the8(-1 conflicts.

Assign some reading and nsk them t it

look. for words which mitts :1

difference and indicate how this
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undenItnnd t h e i r t o vt Ihe students rya' I

111)r,... completely. involved in Inngunc CII Ill

they Coil 0CC VUry
couELI he done cilectivelv hy

using n Ii Ii) on corcr,teil

with the ,:ound I nmid o ; ER,

olgin71 Vim in miht

he re:id on ;! tripe

while the students themse;vcs
rend from vi,rious translarions.

A c011eetinn ol proverbs and

soying trom vnriow; vi.ts oI

the world might he used and

hnve the students work out the
menning of the words and
consequently the sclying.

Terichcr.miht present a "coined
'word" using as mnny visuals os

she con possibly use. Iiith

students, rnalyze it and point

out structure parts, derivations,

etc. Ask students to coin o word

and be prepared to present it to

the clos (again with as much

imagination, visunls etc .1s

possible) and dcrond its iddition

the dietiOnnry. Teacher could

Loon prosent a complete list of

coined words and students analyze.

ol ,elcctioe

tound in 4 :1N.111(-J0±,

-per

Students might be given rending Selections Irom Shnkespeor

selections and asked to do several

things) make a list of words that Robertson, Oscar,

hove either changed meaning 0, This Cool yorld, Allyn

completely, or have severn LV flacon, High Interest

completely different meanings; make series .

word wheels. The hub is a common Se oc ons

root, The spokes are Englih ology
derlvotives; write a narrative Jewett:, Snrnh

showing the many uses of a word ; Orne, The Yoitirw,

etc. ''Root Word Rummy might he Thrust, Scotti rore,;mau

played, On 2"x4" cards a root Thurber, Inmes, "The Hight

word is written in big letters the Bed liii Scnr(.-hliht

Four or more derived words are put Unrper Row .

on in smaller print. Each player

may request a card from the player

on his right, etc., around the

circle.
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Otten our everyday
language is
iiindogivite and

stinted.
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trI IOU r r I!; h ,ine rnot
word, The snmc thing might lw di
with prefINes or !-411Ifivc.

Ant'(stry game uric be
played, Each pinver will rcrctvc
iduntic;t1 iists of worth
in Column 1, Column IT will
contain countries. The l;lvern
attempt to match the words ond
countries. Uriting their nnswor
in ligh(ly in Column III, Students
then take turns looking up origins in
an unabridged dictionary andmnionneing
them to Hie group. All make
corrections ns necessary. The person,
with the most correct answers before
nny changes are made is the winner.

Ask pupils to choose one of the
simplest objects in the room to
talk about. This must be simple
because they wilt be encouraged to
say all they know about it. Accept
and record all, they can say, with
encouraging statements, revrdless
of how long it takes until some
one volunteers that there is no

. limit to the discussion.

Read to the students the story of
Louis Agassiz found at the end of
the unit. Ask such questions as:
"How many books would you guess
have been written about Lincoln
or Napoleon? Have you over learned
"nil' about a school subject? Do
T, as a teacher with nil your tests
and records, know "all' about you?
These kinds of questions should lead
to a generalization that there is
always something more to be said
about anything, specific words will,
help, and the larger one's vocabulary,
the more adequate it is.

Together work out a list of "over=
worked'' words and ask the students
to find as many words as they Can
to replace them.
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! h oar ,,v,rvday

.'Hgu:ny
nnd

InLeci (Cunt.)

To unlock meaning
Inc any selection the
render -(01.1St unlock the

meaning of each word
by the use of his knowl-
edgo of words, their

origin, structure, etc,,
how they effect the
reader, how their
association with the
other words change
meaning; ate.

f i fur. f w;,,(1

fhoft fld

Select;.ons might he given I be

rend and the t4tudonts
asked In "'hid n mnnY
illn,irrati,us of Ici CO, h -krwycd
worth; as possihh,, fist dry,

they find they Ice is

rind that they feel is cl i rcpotJhH
or silly; suhsttnte powerful words
for the silly' type slang; build
n crossword puzie;
word puzzle , list

arc extremely exprcNsiv

work crOSN
thQy reel

The more students are exposed to
synonyms in alL way: possible
the more they should become aware
of sing different words.

This concept is really a test
of the whole unit. Two possible
ways to help the student test
himself would be to help the
student find a selection, which
the student feels has real depth
of meaning. lie will then analye
it in everyway he can think of
and finally paraphrase it
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Pmjid r. other, Litor:Iture 11:11-11

Jrithology !=o:rics,

F,nst 'dorgnret, lr n Word, Ghonnull Press, Groot Neck, N. V. 1(160

Am cutvrtnining )proach to word history with omph;Isi on importnnok! 1

accurote Lch,

Margnret, More r\ha Words. Alfred A.Kropf, N. Y. , 1962

.-;b1dom dictionary of some thousand bits of kw,tish Longmuw.

Ernst, largoret, Pords, i\1 [rod A. Knopf, N. y,, 196 )
English roots and how they grow.

Funk', chlrio Ity_liaaali12L:LL Harper & Brothers, N. Y. 1950

Tales about origin and history of words.

Funk, Yilfred, & Litt, D. Word Origins, Wilfred Funk, inc., N. Y., 1990
A history of words. Words and histories arc grouped under such hondi
as "Word Stories about Your.Dining Table," etc.

Gunn, Mnry Devine, Thomns & others, _Bas Pro Ginn & Co., 1967

A rending and literature anthology series.

Hoy1nn, Verona A., Illinois PI,lish Ill tin Til. Asoc. of Tonchors of
196.1

Lmbert, F loise, kjzI092.11, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co. Inc ., V. 1995

The story of words approached from the geographic, historical and usage
vantage point.

wick, Jo Ann, The Styr cif_ Ol ?r Largo j'e, t hns. E. Merrill Pub. Co. 1967

A pnperback to "foster an oppreciation of the English language for
intermediate students."

M -racken, Glenn & Wolcott, Glias . Reqdin
A reading and liternture anthology.

Minter, (atherine, Jo: -ds

An inductive approach to general semantics. Complete, lesson plan
including activities.

Pp ncotI: J. 8., 1965

Row, Peter & Co., 1953

Nil s, Olive Stafford & other', yrcjil2.2prd and Thrust, Scott, r stns co O/
A rending and literature anthology.

Pumphrey, Eva & Johnson, Eric, AdventuKt.lSeries llarcourt, Brace A World, Inc.,
A rending and literature anthology. 1968
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I I I um ivy ko:Idiul%

I,rRll cne
By Nnuhanlei s hi I er

(The followit , in account of how Louis Agassig trained onc if his pupik

,,QC; the things that people ordinarily miss.)

Yheo 7 sat me down before any tin pan, Agassi% -brought me a small I i sh, iii
it before inc with the rather stern requirement that I should study but

'should om no ccount talk to anyone concerning it, nor read anything relating

fishes, until I had his permission to do O. To my inquiry "Whit shall 1 do:

he said in effect: 'rind out what you can without damaging the specime,l; when

I think that you have done the work, T wilt question you." to the cimr8v 01' an

hour 1 thought 1 had compassed that fish ; it was rather an unsavory object,
giving forth the stench of old alcohol, then loathsome to me, though in time

1 came to like it. Many of the scales were loosened so that they fell (ICC.

lc nppe-red to me to be a case for a summary report, which I was anxious to

make rind get on to the next stage of the business. But Agass1% though -tlw:iyt;
within call, concerned himself no further' with me that day, nor the next, nor

For n week. At first, this neglect was distressing; but T saw that it was a

game, for he was, as I. discerned rather than saw, covertly watching me. So I

set my wits to work upon the thing, and in the course of a hundred hours or so

thought 1 had done mucha hundred times as much as seemed possible at the

start. 1 gotinterested in finding out how the scales went in series, their
shape, the form and placement of the teeth, etc., finally, T felt full of the

subject and probably expressed it in my bearing; as for words about it then,

there were none from my master except his cheery "Good orning." At length.

on the seventh illy, came the question "Well?" and my disgorge of learning to

him as he sat on the edge of my table puffing his cigar. At the end of the

hour's telling, he swung off and away, saying, That is not right.
reover, it was clear that, he was playing a game with me to find if T were

capable of doing hard, continuous work without the support of.a teacher, and

this stimulated me to labor. T went at the task anew, discarded my first
notes, and in another week of ten hours a day labor I had results which
astonished myself and satisfied him.

(Taken from I22AtILpbiegraphy of ]Nathaniel SouthratcShaler s on:

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1909, pp. 98, 99.)
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itY.trat iv tiry. tte,,

tivet

leo llor

-II, rTI ;1 imporlant dav 1 remember in all my Tile i.--: t t Mitt on which mk t. t1 her,

,',-rn m ,1 i y Id Si 11 I i vitt , c:itirt-- t :' we . I am rmi L'd with 1...q th en I con ; Het

; ( i [limy -able contratU- between Lite two tiVC:4 Whi(h it convict-t. it 1.,::;:l (lit'

tl'ir't 10 'I.troh, 1887, thr ' months beforo l was seven ve:trs old.

t lu :11 :rnoon of that event Fill day, tOOd on Lira ptu t

",11C;;:pd vaguely item my mother's signs and from ;he hurr'ing to :nd fro in

the houge that -,omething unusual ../sts ahont to hnppen, so I went 10 !ht door

fld wHied on the steps. The afternoon no pence ir-Ited the 1,1;1s;; 01 Imm,y-ict.H.

111.0 red the porch, and toll on my tipturric :d foci. 'du lint;Crf.4

unLonsct uslv on the familiar leave!, a1X1 blossom:: which had inqt corn,. forth to

.4reet the Nweet southern r.pring. I did not chat the Inture held tat m.,rx,,

or mrprise For me. Anger and bitterness had preyed upon me c1111tinn.,1lv loi

weks deep languor had succeeded thi!t passionate stru,,,,,v,lc.

'[In morning, alter my teacher came she led me into her room and gave nit r tin II.

The !lit 'e blind children at the Perkins Institution had sent it :-,nd

Bridgman had dressed it but I did not know this unuil afterward_ !-:hen I had

played with it a little while, Miss Sullivon lowly spelled into mv hand tin

word 1`d-o-1 -I.' 1 was at once interested n this linger piny and triod (

imitate it. (then 1
finolly succeeded in mnking the letters correct lv I wa:

lInshd with childish pleasure and pride. Running downstairs to my mother I

Iii ld up my hands and mnde the letters for doll. 1 did not know that 1 was

spelling :1 Word or even that words existed ; 1 was simply making my fin:wrs yi

in monkey-like imitation. Ill the days that followed I learned to spell in

un omp end lug way

One while 1 was playing with my now doll, Miss Sullivan put my big rag

doll into my lap also, spelled "d -o -1-1" and tried to help me understand that

'11 -n-1-1" applied to both. F:arlior in the day we had had tussle over the

words 'mug ond'kqater, Miss Sullivan had tried to iimiross it upon: cue that

'hi -11-g" is mto. o -nd 1 "U-a t-e-ris water, but I persisCH in confounding the
LWO. In despair she had dropped the subject for the time, only to renw it

at the lirst opportunity. 1 became impatient at her repented attempts and
:!fting the new doll, I dashed iv upon the Floor

!:o walked down the path to the well-homle, oltraeted by the 1 AAron'c of the

honeysuckle with which it Was covered. Some one wan drawing water :nid my

'cher ploced my hand under the spout, AS t e Coot strenm gushed over ono

hand site spelled into the other the -word water, First slowly, then ropidly.

1 tclocl still, my whole-attention fixed upon motions of her fingers. Suddenly

1 Colt a misty consciousness as of something forgot ten - -a rhrill of returning

thought ; and somehow the mystery of language was revealed to mo. I kil,/ then

Unit "w-a-t-e-r" meant the wonderful cool something that was Flowing over mv

hand. That living word awakened my soul, gave it light, hope , joy, sot it Free!

There were barriers still, it is true, but barriers that could in time he swept
away.
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1, ,p '11 t 1,. ill .'ll -1 ,1 I I-
'ork,.11op mymher!-: -rt. re Incl. oni

mat i c i 1 , a t Iii, t h , t t matcri not I iqt ed in th 1.1

cc I !1(I I r ii ;- or value hy many teachers. It is our dc..:irt- U

ava lribly in all laiu!11..,:,e art!. (.1.1!--.!,---.,mri4.tv ol N.adinp motyrials hr mNdc
'I !H. rt rtl i tz.tchtd-- com-d or con hylp !ae Chnt teacher!;. share

!is storivs ore lound that rare suil:ihly to thy tied:; int,_ry::

11 i I whAlt ;;. not advisahle Litlys rodom liom I i t .

Is nPeer---;ary th !t .tits reading ty:ichyr -coordi ator.

--eymmine the usability OF anv particular Ito :rntl perhmos fry .1

with n few students, before sulecting it as a part of the rcading
m;ity tals for the Individull school

--contact= the school lihratiin Ise cif catalogues of puhli:=Illod nett r °i t1

obsor%w reading programs in operion to view p rieficolitv of m.; ri Is

in A-

-not

ltrir

Lan

solely Oil pu)lishrst decripLiens for evaluating use
lar title, rxaminc copies available from a 'umber r the

is It CommittQe

--analyze and consider those char; ri ;Lic_c of t.lic tudents in the antic

(;c) I-1:(211 _tun] levels

nchi vement levels

interests

cultural bn- rounds

Some I the newer moterfals that have recently been published are 1 istoil

helo

Allyn 'aeon , I3r-anktlirouc #ii eries

Holt Rinyhort c4 Winston, Impact Series Level I nod IT

Movmillan Company, GatLvoyori .

Cha ;es V, Murrill Co., Merrill Maiu-trunm

Contompornry authors writing high interest material for titer render ho
q,nq motiVotion. They have appeal for ovornge nbility students os well since

I hey den! with Modern society and "tell it like it ii; Anothor common ipor tiro
is o recognition of Negro and other minority group authors anti their works
They are paperbacks and would be useful in quantities ol 10 each or more copies
per clnss

Scott Foresmno Company, OperliL thAo_z_.

Those hardbound texts in a series contain high interest stories Ior low
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average reockts. These could be used effectively with mJ11 onus inreading classes.

aw Hill, BEalinslallxs
A very us ble paperback series of stories that hos appeal [or slowerreaders. Teacher's guide describes the opproximote readability level torgroup work.

-harper ex Row, rrom Pi loots to P stics, to Scohtui
Two reading skills texts that f _How a series tfor clomontorystudents.These are sequential and build upon skills introduced in the e I c'nientarytexts. These hardbound texts have many worthwhile activities practicalto tench in the content fields. A good teacher reSoorce to use with sm 11groups or the entire class as common weaknesses are uncovered.

Shafer, Silver Burdett Company, Sttcccass in Leading
A paperback series of-skill texts for overage and above rcriders. coedillustrative materials and effective exercises can be found for advancedskills.

The Winn Company, Advanced Skills- ip R scliug, Books I and IIThese hardbound texts offer a solid base for developmental reading. Thetexts are wall organized, sequential and provide many opportunities forthe over student to reinforce skills previously introduced.

Scott, Poresman Company, Galaxy Series
This is another series designed to provide developmental skills foraverage treaders. It has much color and' eye appeal as well as intersskills exercises.

For Teacher Reference

'0g

The Bobbs-Morrill Company, at.2hirirt .ligh_Schopi by Robert KarlinEven though the title suggests high school use, this text offers manypractical activities and techniques for improving and extending readingskills. Particular activities for teaching reading in the content fieldsare explained and demonstrated.

American Book Company, Readinj Book I and II
These are good teacher resources for skills practice of interpretivereading, organizing and reference skills. This is not suggested forstudent use, however.

Readin, Lab Materials (Incomplete listing)

Better Reader, Nile B. Smith, Prentice-Hall Third Edition
Books A, B, and C are written specifically for remedial students. BooksI through VI are developmental in organization and content.

Scott Foresman Company, Tactics in Readina
Available in kit or workbook form, these books offer valuable activitiesand exercises for skills development when working with small groups.
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Other Printed Materials

Anthologies
Short Stories
Hovels
Skill development workbooks
Reference books
Almanac
Skill Kits
Magazines
Newspapers
Paperbacks
Mail order catalogues
Job catalogues

/mto %-leehanics

Electrician
Machinists
Etc.

Utilities statement
.File of current advertising sheets
Information about furniture care and

repairs
Credit buying
Auto upkeep information
Calendars
Vacation planning information
Hobby - purchases, upkeep
Ballot sheets
File of current slogans
Apprentice tests
Signs most commonly used
Trade marks
Picture books
Lettars and postcards
Speedometers
Scales
Magazines
Coupons for premiums
Mottoes, Maxims
Newspapers
Schedules and timetables

Receipts
Games and their brochures
Government bulletins
Statistic reports (census)

Codes
Descriptions (job, processes)
Summaries
Card Catalogues

Pamphlets
Political

Vocational
Guidance
Drivers manual.

Etc.

Recreational
Labels from grocery commodities
Labels from typos of materials
Labels from furniture
Leases
Mortgages
Budget planning material
Menus
Information about checking accounts
Information about saving accounts
Home project building directions
Information about appliance care and

repairs
Information about clothing care
Auto purchase contract
Work orders such as might be used on

the job
Maps - all kinds
Voters pamphlets
Cereal boxes
Civil Service tests
Variety of application sheets

(employment, licenses, permits)

Clock faces
Money:coins and bats
Comic books
Compasses
Dials telephone, radio

Tickets
Printed cards
Music: rests, time, signature
Manufacturer guarantees
Charts weather - tax, etc.)

Thermometers
Constitutions (clubs, state, -Federal,

etc.)
Regulations (civic, club, school, etc.

Graphs
Minutes (club, political, etc.)
Reader's Guide
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RECOMMENDED TEXTBOOKS AND MATERIALS

Preface extbook Recommendations

textbook is a program. No teacher should regard a textbook as a progr;im.

Rather than a dictating, limiting force which determines a curriculum, a textbook

should be one source among many from which a teacher may draw to construct a care-

fully planned program. Teachers have an obligation to be familiar with several

textbooks and their teacher's guides.

It is relevant to the junior high language arts textbook recommendations to

know that NCTE recently passed resolutions which sta

Resolved, That the National Council of Teachers of English
commend those states and school districts which do not: require
the use of the same text in all classrooms and which have es-
tablished flexible procedures for textbook adoption. Be it
further

Resolved, That the National Council of Teachers of English
express hereby its great concern over practices which require
states or school districts to select texts from a relatively
small_ number listed by the board or- commission, or which re-
quire all students, regardless of their abilities and inter-
ests, to use the same text.

In line with the new national trend, the new District 4J purchasing policies

open the door for greater individual freedom in the selection of texts and the

inclusion of a greater variety of material in the classroom. With your princi-

pal's approval you may purchase any desired quantity of print or non-print

materials that appear in the wide range of recommended lists on page five the

Instructional Materials Guide available in your principal's office. If an item which

you would like to purchase does not appear in those lists, you may use the "Building

Use Only" form. This form allows yob to purchase your desired quantity of ma-

terials as long as they meet the following criteria:

4.

Consistent with District's philosophy and objectives.
Suitable to the maturity level of the students involved.
Applicable to the course objectives.
Dolevant to the individual student's needs and interests as
well as to the particular school and class environment.
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5. Suitable to the reading level of the students.6. Representative of the most recent scholarship inparticular subject fields.

Of course the principal must also approve your request, which is subject to tt
vagaries of monetary supply.

While these new policies give teachers far more freedom than we previously
enjoyed, it also imposes great responsibility. All teachers sharean obligation
to take great care when they choose works outside the recommended lists. One
teacher's irresponsible use of our new powers could

severely restrict the f
dom of us all.

-,ause the Summer Workshop was a small group and our tasks were great, our
textbook recommendations should in no sense be considered restrictive. We sure-
ly missed some gems. New exciting books are being published every day, and it
is the responsibility of every teacher to be aware of them. The machinery is
there to order the books you want and need. Use it
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Literaturo Book m ndations*

Harcourt, Brace and World, Adventures in Literate re Series, (Advontures_for
Reader. : Book One, Adventures for Readers: Book Two, Adventures in Readira),
New York, 1968. Published for grades 7, 8 and 9 respectively. This sorios,
like the Holt and McCraw-Hill series, uses the humanities approach to litera-
ture, but is not quite as well done. Although the fine arts plates are
appealing, the visuals in the remaining portion of thu texts have been sacri
ficed. Some improvement in literary selections over the last edition has
boon made, but not enough to warrant new copies if the older edition is
still usable.

Holt, Rinch art and Winston, Inc., Oregon Curriculum Series, Literature I and Li t_
oratureIT, New York, 1968. Published for grades 7 and 8 respectively;' grade
9 is expected in the Lail of 1969. This series is superior to all other hard-
back anthologies of literature in utilization of the inductive (inquiry)
approach, choice of quality literature, and use of fine art prints. The
teacher's explication speaks for itself; many teachers have been using it
successfully for years in the pilot project for the Oregon Curriculum Cen-
ter. This series is most suitable for average and above renders, but its
literature selections will motivate less able readers to make a valiant
attempt to read it.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., Molt's Impact, Level I, (4 titles), New York,
1968. Published for grades 7 through 9. This series of four hooks pro-
vides high interest-low ability reading. The visuals are interesting and
the literature selections appealing to students. Ruch of the material is
contempoary. The teacher's guide is quite helpful.

McCraw-Hill Book Company, Webster Division, Themes and Writers Series, (Focus:
Themes in Literature Pel-EeilLion: Thames in Literature- Insiait: Thews-
in Literature), St. Louis, 1967 - 69. Published for grades 7, 8 and 9
respectively. The editor of this se1-4r's is also the author of Books and
the Teenage Reader. The selections in all three books are grouped around
themes which were chosen for their appeal to young people. Strong points
An the series are the "gallery "of fine art with each thematic unit, the
vocabulary program used throughout, and the attempt on all three levels
to deal with implications of the literary selections.

Scott, Foresman, America Reads Series, (Projection in Litcratire, Counterpoint
in Literature, Outlooks _Through Literature), Glenview, illinois,1967-68.

*Note: Although these anthologies are recommended, they are in no way
meant to be restrictive in allowing teachers to make their own selections for
class use. In fact, the committee wishes to stress the following:

I. (;seater uso of paperbacks because they
-are more appealing to students
-allow for greater flexibility

-provide a wider choice of titles
-are less expensive

Personal evaluation of any book before ordering (don't over tnkt
anyone else's word for it!)
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Published for grades 7, 8 and 9 respectively. Besides a good selection
of literature, this series has several outstanding points: highly appeal-
ing visuals; a handbook of literary terms located at the back of uaclr
book; a composition guide which relates the teaching of writing to
literature; and a well- designed teacher's guide.
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l.'angua -i,i etas is lc Re c ilyndation

(it Amid be noted that publishers arc moving to a trat
how fast i!=1 they only difference.)

rmJilonal pproach.,

:inn and Company, k:ne,lish Composition and Crammar, hoston, 1968. Publ ishetd for
grades 7-12. This book is divided into throe sections: composition,
grammar, and rt handbook on the process and tools of composition.

The grammar section is quite short but difficult and definitely trans-
formational. May be the most concise presentation about grammatical SLVOQ-
Lure. Uses delightful sentences for analysis. May be quite difficult
for average or bolo 4 average students but stimulating for bright students.
This difficulty might be overcome if the book were not assigned at grade
level. The handbook section tends to be prescriptive..

The greater part of this text is devoted to a sequential, cummulotive,
and non-repetitive program in composition. Twenty-one-of its thirty-three
lessons are divided into seven units, each of which culminates with the
assigning of a composition based on skills developed during each unit.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, -inc., Langnage/Rbetoric I and Language/Rhetortc it:
The Oregon Curriculum Series, New York, 1968. These books are for grades
7 and S respectively; the ninth grade hook is due out in August, 1969.

These books are probably more inductive in approach than any other
textbook examined (although once material is written down in a text, it
cannot be considered completely inductive.) The material also has
built in spiral so that concepts can be added and expanded at succeedin-
levels. The approach to usage is definitely descriptive. The gramliar is
paced more slowly than Ginn's. Because of the emphasis on process rather
than on memorization of definitions, this series is apt to succeed with
all but remedial students. Holt has recently published a self-instruction
manual for teachers and a catch-up self-instruction manual for students de-
signed especially for students who have missed the first part of the series.

In reviewing the' extensive materials available in the arca of composition,
the committee was especially impressed with the Rhetoric program of the Oregon
Curriculum for two reasons: 1) its departure from the traditional approach to
composition, 2) it utilization of the inquiry method.

in most texts, composition is approached as the study of specific categor-
ies of writing, repeated but expanded at each grade level. This approach ex-
amines segments of the writing act--the topic sentence, paragraph development,
organizing details, coherence in paragraphs, etc. The Oregon Curriculum treats
the writing act as composed of three dimensions; substance, structure and style.

Substance is the exploration for facts and id gas which make up the "raw
content" for the act of communication. Structure deals with time organization
and development of tne "raw content," and style with the refinement of words
and sentences in order to create the desired effect. The Ull.LEnl Curriculum
carries this one step further by linking these dimonsions to the overall-no-
tion ©f purpose and audience. All activities are constructed with the idea

*These books are listed alphabetically, not in order of preference.
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ei the three fundamentals behind all communicationto inform, to en in,
to p',2rsoado--and of an audience besides the teacher.

I'.iu Oreaen Curriculum jects the idea of treating rltt tcnric as the
!Judy of the four forms of discou_ e: description, narration, eKposition, and
:Hwumntation. Their rationale is that once a speaker or writer has set his
purpose, he may choose one or any combination of the four forms to achieve
his purpose. Novels, for example, are a mixture of narrative and descriptive
prose which would be difficult and senseless to separate. Narrative prose is
studied from the point of view of purpose. Narratives that inform versus
those that entertain are quite different in substance, structure and style.

The 0 (..gen program is socpential. Seventh grade concentrates on the di-
mension of substancegathering facts, ideas, experiences, feelings and puttingthese down on paper. The activities include writing a journal, making observa-
tions sharpening the senses, developing characterization. The program's
goal is to get students started putting "black on white."

The eighth grade program introduces inductively the ideas of purpose Ind
audience and the key terms of substance, structure and style. Students have
introductory experiences writing for all three purposes. A more extensive wayof writing for these purposes is taken up in high school.

Thu ninth grade course of study, which will be available for classroomin mid-S ptember, concentrates on the concept of structure.

One of the greatest strengths of the program is its effort to approach
learning as an inquiry. All the activities and discussions are structured todraw from the student's background and develop his potential.

so

In our judgment, the Oregon Curriculum is a superior program. We reconmendusing it as a basis for composition study. with the intention that other sources
would be .used to supplement the program.

Laidlaw _hrothers, N!tiloaELLL21a2ALLlEnd Cmaosition, River Forrest,
Illinois, 1969. Presently available for grades 7 and 8. Grades 9, 10,
11 and 12 are in process, with grades 9 and 10 scheduled for delivery
by December, 1969.

These books offer a wealth of material, much more than any teacher
should ever attempt to teach in one year. Covers almost every aspect of
linguistic study. Uses an inductive, eclectic approach, which to Laidlaw
means that they use traditional terms, and somatimas a functional explana-
tion to lead students to understand transformational grammar. Such an
approach may be unnecessary in some instances and clumsy in others. This
book, though a good reference, may tell students more than they want to
kno:v. The book includes few tree diagrams, and those that are used are
for explanation, not for student exercise. Teacher's edition has a
large lesson-by-lesson in-service program.

The authors have made a conscious attempt to connect ti study of the
structure of language to the art of writing. The authors take the premise
that our writing is a process of building, combining, deleting, rearrang-
ing words in sentences and sentences into paragraphs and that this process
is really a repetition of the study of how language operates. Field
studies suggest a high degree of carry-over from the linguistics program.
Practical examples of well-known writers illustrating practical situations
are included.
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NOT RE OMMENDED

eurt, Rrace and World, Inc., The Roberts English Srit. New York, HO
Published for grades one through nine. This series c.ssumos that

by the seventh grade a student has already had six years oC tninsforma-
tional grammar. Completely prescriptive all the way through. The
attempt to integrate literature selections, writing exercises, and
grammar is unnatural, fragmented, and contrived. In managing to get
this series out before any other publisher, Harcourt sacrificed accu
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*See end of Reading Section,



RESOURCES AND MATERIALS

Many good materials are being tiled in language arts classes in D4J. The following inventory lists available materials that you might want
consider for use in your classes.

7th GRADE PRINT LANGUAGE ARTS TERIALS

Title

ALEUTIAN BOY (Author now lives here locally)
THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER

(in Hidden Treasures in Literature, Book I)
ACHIEVING READING SKILLS,
ADVENTURE BOUND
ADVENTURES FOR READERS
ADVENTURES FOR YOU
ADVENTURES IN READING
ANIMAL FARM
AT YOUR OWN RISK
BASIC READING

BASIC SPELLING GOALS, Book 7
BASIC STUDY SKILLS
BE A BETTER READER
ZEST TELEVISION PLAYS
TIM BIG WAVE
CALL IT COURAGE
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
CONTROLLED READING STUDY GUIDE,
THE DEEP-SEA ADVENTURE SERIES
EDGE OF AWARENESS

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, Book 7
FAMOUS AMERICAN SPEECHES
GATEWAY ENGLISH (Two Roads to Greatness, etc.)
HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR READING
ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHIN
I'VE GOT A NAME, CITIES,
KNOW YOUR WORLD
LIGHT IN THE FOREST and Poetry for En joynent)
LISTEN AND READ
LITTLE BRITCHES.
THE LONER

MCCALL-CRABB STANDARD TEST LESSONS
THE MORGAN BAY MYSTERIES
NEW HORIZONS IN READING AND LITERATURE
NEW TRAILS
OLD MALI AND THE BOY
OLD YELLER
OPEN HIGHWAYS
ORgGON CURRICULUM: (literature & I)
OUTLAW RED
THE OUTSIDERS
PEPPERFOOT OF THURSDAY MARKET (in Reading Literature, Bookl
POEMS TO SOLVE (Mae Swenson)
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Author or Publish
,

Ethel Oliver
Mark Twain

Prentice-Hall

Harr Wagner-Field Education

MacMillan

Holt, Rinehart & Winston

Teachers' College Press
Harr Wagner-Field Education
Brewton

Scott Foresman
Holt, Rinehart

Hinton

Charles Scribners
Paperback

Sons,



THE PUSHCART WAR
RAMBLERS, GAMBLERS, & LOVERS
SCHOLASTIC PAPERBACK SETS
SCOPE

SCHOLASTIC READING UNITS: Courage, Animals, Adventure,
The Family & Small World

SRA READING LABS -- Elem. & Secondary Ed.
SEA COMPOSITION
SRA SPELLINJ WORD POWER LAB., IIa
SHORT STORIES--Paperback
SHORT STORIES: "Flowers for Algernon," The Scarlet Ibis

"Antaeus," "After You, My Dear Alphonse,"
"Arrangements in Black & White, " "The Test
"To Build a Fire"

SKIMMING & SCANNING
STEP UP YOUR READING POWER
STORIES FOR TEENAGERS SERIES
SUCCESS IN READING, l -4

SUCCESS WITH WORDS
READER'S DIGEST .

READING FOR SPEED & BETTER GRADES
READING LITERATURE, I
THE READING-MOTIVATED SERIES
READ MAGAZINE
THE RED PONY
REGISTER GUARD and other newspapers and popular magazines
TACHIST-O-FILM PROGRAM
TACTICS IN READING
TEEN-AGE TALES, BOOKS 1 & 2
URBAN WORLD
USAGE MANUAL FROM PROJECT ENGLISH
WHO AM I?
WORDS TO THE WISE
WORLDS OF ADVENTURE
THE YEARLING
READING FOR MEANING, 4-9

8th G DE PRINT LANGUAGE ARTS MATERIALS

ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS - (Play)
ACROSS FIVE APRILS
ADVENTURES FOR READERS, Book 2
ALL AROUND AMERICA THROUGH LITERATURE
AMERICAN OBSERVER
AMERICAN SHORT STORIES (Sup(. Adoption)
AMOS FORTUNE, FREE MAN (Supi. Adoption)
APRIL MORNING (Supt. Adoption)
BASIC GOALS IN SPELLING
THE CALL OF THE WILD
A CHRISTMAS CAROL (in ALL AROUND AMERICA)
DIARY OF ANNE FRANK - (Play)
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
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Merrill
McGraw- H ill , Pa pc).1 ci

Scholastic
Scholastic

Science Research Assoc.
Science Research Assoc.
Science Research Assoc.

2

Silver Burdett

Harr Wagner- Field, Ed.

EDL

A.E.P.

Holt

Author

Sherwood
Hunt

Globe Pub., Sterner
Yates.

Fast

Jack London



ENGLISH 2600
rIrTHEN AMERICAN ONE ACT PLAYS (Supl. Adoption)
IMMORTAL POEMS
IMMORTAL POEMS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (Supl Adoption)
JOHNNY TREMA1N
JOURNEYS INTO AMERICA
JUNIOR REVIEW
THE LIHT IN THE FOREST (Supl. Adoption)
THE MANY FACES OF THE CIVIL WAR (Supl. Adoption)
OLD YELLER
ON TO OREGON kSupl. Adoption)
OREGON CURRICULUM: (Language Rhetoric T & Literature II)
THE OMR AMERICA (Supl, Adoption)
THE PEARL
POETRY USA
PRACTICAL ENGLISH (Published by Scholastic Magazine)
RADIO PLAYS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE (Supl. Adoption)
RASCAL
READERS' DIGEST
READ MAGAZINE
REFLECTIONS ON THE GIFT OF A WATERMELON PICKLE
SCHOLASTIC UNITS (Courage, Frontiers), SCOPE
SRA READING LABORATORY III
SRA SPELLING LABORATORY IIIb
SHORT STORIES: "The Lottery," "The Old Man at the Brid

"Occurence at Owl Creek Bridge," "A
Christmas Memory," "Love Letters of Smith"

STOP, LOOK AND WRITE
STORY POEMS

SUCCESS IN READING, #3, 4 & 5
SHANE
TRIFLES--a play (Supl. Adoption)
THE WORLD OF POETRY (Supi. Adoption)
TILE DAY LINCOLN WAS SHOT

9th GRADE PRINT LANGUAGE ARTS MATERIALS

ADVENTURES IN READING
THE ADVENTURES OF THE SPECKLED BAND AND OTHER STORIES OF

SHERLOCK HOLMES
ANIMAL FARM
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
COLLECTION OF SHORT STORIES
CURRENTS IN POETRY
DAVID COPPERFIELD
ENGLISH GRAMMAR & COMPOSITION
EXPLORING THE FILM
THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER
FIFTY GREAT AMERICAN SHORT STORIES
FOUR NOVELS FOR ADVENTURE
THE GOOD EARTH
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
GREAT SCIENCE FICTION STORIES
GREAT TALES OF ACTION & ADVENTURE
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Roz lka

Williams, ed.

Richter
Wers teiri

Morrow
Holt, Rinehart
Harrington
Steinbeck

Hackett
North

Scott Foresman
Scholastic
Science Research Assoc.
Science Research Assoc.

Untermeyer, ed

Glaspell
Globe Pub.

Paperback

Paperback
Paperback

Dickens

Paperback
Paperback

Paperback
Paperback
Paperback



GUIDL TO :IIDERN ENGLISH Corbin
HAWTHORNE'S SHORT STORIES Paperback
THE HIDDEN PERSUADERS
HUCKLEBERRY FINN Mark Twain
IMMORTAL POEMS Paperback
INTRODUCTION TO THE POEM
LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR
LIGHT IN THE FOREST
LITERARY CAVALCADE Magazine
LOST HORIZON
PLAY: LOST IN THE STARS based on CRY, THE BELOVED COUNTRY
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME Paperback
THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER AND OTHER STORIES Paperback
O. HENRY STORIES Paperback
OLD MALI AND THE BOY
OLD MAN AND THE SEA Paperback
111E OPEN BOAT Mimeographed
THE OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT Paperback
THE PEARL
POCKETBOOK OF SHORT STORIES
THE POETRY OF ROCK Paperback
PRACTICAL ENGLISH
PROJECT ENGLISH SHORT STORIES
PROSE AND POETRY FOR ENJOYMENT
READER'S DIGEST AND ADVANCED SKILL BUILDERS, I, II, III, & IV
ROAD ROCKET Paperback
ROMEO AND JULIET (Perms -Bound or in Adventures in Reading, Shakespeare

Blue Ed.)
ROUGHING IT
SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINE Scholastic
SCOPE Scholastic
SCHOLASTIC KIT ON MIRRORS Scholastic
SHANE
SHORT STORIES: "The Children's Story," "The Silver Butterfly,"

"The Monkey's Paw," "Cast of Amontillado,"
"God Sees the Truth But Waits," "Haircut"

(A) THE SINGLE PEBBLE
STORIES FROM THE TWILIGHT ZONE Paperback
STORIES OF THE NORTH Paperback
STORIES SELECTED FROM THE UNEXPECTED Paperback
STORY POEMS Paperback
STREET ROD Paperback
STUDENT WEEKLY
SUCCESS IN READING Silver Burdett
TACTICS Scott Foresman
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
TEN TOP STORIES Paperback
TWENTY, GRAND, GREAT AMERICAN SHORT STORIES Paperback
WESTSIDE STORY
A WORLD TO DISCOVER
WORLDS TO EXPLORE
THE YELLOW SUBMARINE Paperback
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REFERENCES FOR ALL LEVELS

Title Author or Source.

AN ANTHOLOGY FOR YOUNG WRITERS, Meredith, Robert C.
BE A BETTER READER SERIES, Nila Banton Smith
CLASSROOM PRACTICES IN TEACHING ENGLISH, 1967-1968

The fifth report of the NCTE committee on promising practices.
. COMPOSITION: MODELS AND EXERCISES Harcourt, Brace & World
ENGLISH 7, 8, 9, COMPOSITION & GRAMMAR, General Editor: Ginn & Co.

Wm. W. West (Overheads for each section)
ENGLISH TODAY & TOMORROW, Guth, Hans P. Prentice Hall
THE EXCITEMENT OF WRITING, A. B. Class, Hardbound 138 pp. NCTE #22406

$2.25

National Textbook Co.
Prentice Hall

1(:X)TR:EZT
171IinI=lp..am Kuhns & Robert Stanley

HOOKED ON BOOKS: PROGRAM & PROOF, Fader, Daniel N. &
McNeil, Elton B.

HOW THE NEW ENGLISH WILL HELP YOUR CHILD, Shugrue, Michael

IDEAS FOR TEACHING ENGLISH GRADES 7-8-9
{Teacher's Reference

=fey & Collier
IMPROVING ENGLISH COMPOSITION, edited Arno Jewett, Kish

An NEA - Dean Langmuir Production, Paperback, 81,50
THE INDUCTIVE TEACHING OF ENGLISH - Reprint
MAINSTREAM SERIES IN READING
READING INCENTIVE SERIES
SCHOOLS WITHOUT FAILURE, Glasser, William
A SUMMER PROGRAM STRESSING LOGIC AND RHETORIC, Grasser,

Elsa R., Director of Project Baltimore Public School
*TEACHING AS A SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITY, Postman, Weingartner
THORNDIKE-BARNHART JR, DICTIONARY
VANGUARD
VOICES: An anthology of poems and pictures, Paperback

WEBSTER COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY
WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY
WRITING IN ACTION (Work test for young writers

Robert C.

Every teacher should read this book.

Geo. A. Plaum Pub., Co. Inc.

Berkley Medallion Book

Family Life Library, Assoc.
Press, .75
NCTE, 1966
Ruth Reeves, Ed,
Scribner
NCTE #31101

The English Journal, Feb. 196(
Chas. Merrill Pub. Co.
McGraw-Hill-Webster Division
Harper & Row, 1969
NEA Comp. Center

Delacorte Press, $J.95

Scott, Foresman
Rand McNally Pub.
Geoffrey Surmnerfield, Ed.

Meredith, National Textbook Co.



STATEMENT OE MilLOSOPHY REGARDING TI-11 USE 01 FIT

This Is an agi of image-bombardmenta "visual" age where advertisyn
pictorial magnzines, television, movies, and other visuals confront us daily.
It is a "sound" age, where the noise of traffic, radios, television sets, re-
cord players, and other sound-makers make the environment throb with elec. --

ic yncronchmnt. Satchel Paige once said, "Don't look back. Something may
by gaining on you." Today, we can say, "Don't look now. You might be ovor-
whulmecL" Yet it is a problem and a commitment for teachers, insofar as they
are able, to help students to understand and to cope with this complex en-
vironment. Exclusive emphasis on print and personality, while ignoring other
modin that students will be encountering throughout their lives, is intellectual
myopia, if not stuffy prejudice that rejects important segments of our time,
while avoiding a recognition of the power of media to shape perception and
behavior. Print is certainly a part of today's scene, a major part, but it
is scarcely the only medium that merits intelligent consideration by English
teachers. We cannot escape the language of images or the need to understand
and to come to terms with that language. Disregarding the dimensions and
perspectives that various media can add to the study of English is unfortunate
for the students, even though it might provide a secure and inflexible frame of
reforunce for some teacher.

Taken from Film Studyand the English Teacher, by David A. Sohn, Indiana
University Audio-Visual Center, 1968.
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NIN-PRINU MATCRIALS (1,..sp Cho

Live s Llon)

111

',dLiVeS, this i s a very pee I-

The followin, films ore all interesting films that can be used for a vari-
ety of purposes in the English classroom.

This list of films was hard to came by, for many people are reluctant to
toll other people about their favorite films. They ore afraid chat other
teoch=!rs might use the films indiscriminately and thereby lessen the im-
port of the film when it reaches their classroom. Building wide coordina-
tion of film use would alleviate this problem to some extent, and ao
urge all buildings to adopt this safeguard.

Films Available from TED

Pigs F139975

* The Cow FA 904A
,The Neighboring Shore 1139404
* Roinshower P139446

*The Pond VA 5849
*Glass FA5489
*Clay or the Origin of the Species FA 9374
Leaf PA 990a

*Street to the World P13 5471
Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge FR 25413
Language of the Mute Swan FB 9458

*Cattleman: a Rancher's Story FR6801
*Desert F8376
Red Balloon (As of this printing it has not been given a catalogue number.)
Sorcerer's Apprentice FB 7050
Dream of Wild florses PA 285 13

Hailstones and Halibut Bones FA 6643
*Four Artists Paint a Tree FR 9569
The Desert Community FB 9076

Autumn Color FA 6962
Autumn Pastoral FA 8996
Time of the Horn FA 9387
Waters of Yosemite PA 9568
Pacific 231 FA 0263
Hunter and the Forest FA 600
Sea Fever FA 9384
Fiddle De Dee I7A, 6862

. Daily Life of the Bozo People FB 382a
*Building a Boat on the Niger FA 376A

*Annotated on pages131, 132, 133.

Note: the symbol FA proceeding a film number means that it is a short film
usually less than ten minutes long. P13 designates a longer film.
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nion Farming
Hunting Wild Doves
Elver People of Mnli

*Herding Cattle on the Niger
Africnn Village Life Series

Films Available from Other Sources

,Animal Farm Cott temporary Films

*Neighbors Canadian Film Board
Cattle Ranch Canadian Film Board
Corral Canadian Film Board
Why Man Creates Kaisor Aluminum Company
The String Bean McGraW Hill
*Thu Weapons of Gordon Parks McCraw Hill
Flavio McGraw Hill

Film Sources

Brandon Films

see Western Cinema Guild

Films incorporated
2129 Broadway

Portland, Oregon 97232

Ideal Pictures
234 E. 12th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97214

Oregon Education Association
1530 S W. Taylor
Portland, Oregon 97205

Oregon State Film Library
Coliseum 131
Gorvnllis, Oregon 97331

Universal Films
5023 N. E. Sandy Blvd.

Portland, Oregon 97213

Western Cinema Guild
381 Bush Street

San Francisco, California 94104

*Annotated on page131,-132, 133
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Annotations of Se lected lnis

The NeiOlhorin Shore

A yisuali::ation of a poem by Walt ltman. The them
ceneern:; what will live on after man dies.

Thy Cow

Glass

A non-verbal film that consists of carefully edited sequences of cows
performing various functions. ,Don't worry, they leave sonic functions
out. Good for teaching the non-verbal nature of film, editing, point
Of view and the vulgarness of gum chewing.

Most of the film shows glass being blown by skilled craftsmen accompanied
by a delightful musical score. There are also some shots of wino bottles
being produced on a production line juxtaposed. The conflict between
the individual as a Creator and our mass produced society is readily
apparent.

13.t i Life of the Bozo Peoela
Byildirg_aBpat_on the Niger
Onion Forming
hunting Wild Doves
River Pe22y or Mali
Hordingattle on the lqiaar

All of these films have no narration. For start-
ing open ended discussions they are suberb. They
also are interesting as films.. They emphasize the
non-verbal nature of films and are beautifully.
edited. They are also useful in combating creep-
ing ethnocentrism. If semi-naked women embarrass
you, preview the film before you order it. Not
all of the films contain such shots, but sortie do.

Cattleman: A Rancher's Story

The Pond

A superb film that deals with the conflict between
human values and business expediency. While
building to a lump-in-the-throat climax it uses
much non-verbal communication, interesting points
of view and a good deal of the subjective camera
technique.

This film is primarily useful as an example of how narration can deva-
state the non-verbal impact of the film. Show it first without sound,
and then again with sound. Every student will probably agree that a
cliche-Tidden narration is a hindrance to any film.

.The Desert

While this film is primarily useful as a science film, its strong
emphasis on survival could make it useful in correlation with the
study of literature having the same theme. The photography is
beautiful.
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I`ii 17 t Community

Street to the World

Again, this is primarily a science film, but at its conclu-
sion it asks tIu question, "How will man's tampering otter

the desert environment?" The film could be very use

as a take of for a writing assignment,

'Flits film, which explores the contrast between a smolt boy's
own limited environment and the larger world that he per-
ceives down at the water front, is excellent for a film
study unit. The work is imaginative and points up such
essentials in the grammar of a film as framing, panning,
shot angles, dissolves, fade outs and zooming.

CIny_pT the Origin of thcj-lacies
This film is very heavily used, so don't
count on giving your students their first
exposure to it. It is composed of sequences
in which a clay lump is animated. The lump
takes on many forms that very roughly paral-
lel the evolutionary process. It is great
for stimulating all types of activities.
Although the film is humorous, it is also
meaty.

Four Artists Paint a Tree
This is not a typical Walt Disney production. It

shows how four artists, who happen to be on Disney's
staff, paint the same tree. The results are start-
ling and vividly show that in creative ventures,
there are no right answers. Be yourself.

Hailstones nd Halibut Bone!
Although this film was designed for use in ele-
mentary classrooms, you may find it useful in
your own curriculum. It portrays colors in verb-
al arid visual images, and is quite imaginatively
done.

The Language of the Mute Swan
A science film on non-verbal communication, it is
also applicable to the English curriculum. It

shows how swans communicate even though they have
no vocal apparatus. Liberally sprinkled through-
out the film are quotations from Moliere and Hans
Christian Andersen.

The Leaf
This film follows a leaf that is blown from a tree on its journey to
its final .resting place.. .Shot in. the Canadiaa. Rockies, this film..is
marvelously scenic. The editing is skillful and gives the illusion..
that Odysseus had nothing on-this leaf. As a symbol hunting -,_--

cise, this film could be superb.
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kaim4hower

A summer downpour is filmed as it effects the countryside and tltcwi
the city. The contrast is very apparent and could be used as a
writing assignment. The film has no narration and appeals to the
viewer as well as his intellect.

Pigs

The pigs-living in a pen surrounded by lush green countryside are photo-
graphed intimately if not lovingly. A thoroughly involving visual experi-
ence, this film shows the power of the camera to interpret and distort
experience. All of the old tired clicbd's about pigs will come roaring
through your mind as. you warch it. A must.

ghbors

This film depicts the symbolic and ironic way in which the struggle
of two neighbors over a flower can destroy the flower itself. The
short story "The Interlopers" correlates beautifully.

The Strinj Bean

An elderly apartment dweller in Paris plants and nurtures a
string bean. The loving care she give the plant illustrates
the human need for purpose in life.

The Weapons_ of Gordon Parks

Parks, a Negro photographer and writer, tells how
he has found the camera and the typewriter to be
his most effective tools in defining his own
blackness, and the Black experience in America.

Flavio

This is the story of a young Krazilian boy who is suffering from malnu-
trit on in a city slum. He attempts to care for his brothers and sis-
ters while his parents work. This film goes nicely with the Weapons of
Cordon Parks.
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000RDS

Alice's Restaurant - Are Guthrie
S_t_rarGeWo, - The Doors
Wednesday Morniaa Throe A.M. - Simon & Garfunkel

Sav, Rosemary and Thyme - Simon & Garfunkel
Sound of Silence - Simon & Garfunkel
Bookends - Simon and C;arfunkol
Days pf Future Passed - Moody Blues
The Mamas and the Papas - The Mamas and the Papas
The Beatles - The Beatles
Revolver - The Beatles
LIILLLaL-MyqEIL Tour - The Beatles
Seaynt Pcaaer's Lonely Hoarts, Club Band The Beatles
Bringin' It All Rick Homo - Bobby Dylan
Thu Times They ML A'Changini - Bobby Dylan
Gifts From A Plower Carden - Donovan
The YOrd Went On Forever - Richard Harris
McArthur Park - Richard Harris
Lhilicl on Brt&tly Procol Harem
Crown of Creation - Jefferson Airplane
Ballad Record: Barre Toelkon: Oregon Curriculum - Holt, Rinehart and

Winston

45's:

"Lather" - Jefferson Airplane
"Sky Pilot" -- Eric Burden and The Animals
"Small Circle-of Friends" - Phil Ochs

"Hey Mr. Tambourine Man"- The Byrds
"Suzanne" - Noel Harrison
"Hoy Julie" The Beatles



GADGETS

Teletrainer Phones - can be used with creative dramatics and
role playing, oven for areas such as usage.
A great device for producing the play Soria
Wrong Number.

Dry Mount Press -

Listening Posts -

can be used in making colored transparencies
which might be shown in sequence to accompany
a tape recording of a student's poems.

effectively used for slower or less able read-
ers to aid in developing reading skills, as
well as to provide an opportunity for all
students to share literature and alleviate the
frustration factor for the low reader.
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